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WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate,
anxious to give election-year tax
reductions to businesses and middle-
income Americans, appears on Os way
to writing a tax-cut bill that would cost
- twice as much as-the--House version.
"Senators should know that in their
today, they have broken the
bank," Sen. Russell B. Long, chairman
- of the Finance Committee, said Friday
nijtht. _
Because of tau cds added an. _the _
floor, the $22.9 billion tax bill written*
the Finanee CoMmittee has grown
much larger and alreagly exceeds
budget limitations by $200 million, Long
.said.
"Something's going to have -to be
squeezed out," the Louisiana Democrat
added.
By the time the Senate wrapped up
the day's work just before midnight, the
$22.9 billion approved by the committee
had grown to $29.7 billion. The House-
passed bill totaled $16.3 billion.
Senate leaders' hopes of getting the
bill passed late tonight almost vanished
Friday after the measure ran into a
flurry of amendments.
The most immediate roadblock is an
amendment by Sens. Edmund S.
Muskie, D-Maine, and John Glenn, D-
Ohio, that would add to the tax bill a'
"sunset" provision, which would *lbw
most federal Uax programs to die Unless
they can be justified after a periodic
review.
Those programs could includa-BO-er
so tax breaks for various groups,
ranging from the tax exemption for
Social Security benefits to _preferential
treatment of capital gains to the
deductibility of interest paid on a home
mortgage. '
Muskie and Glenn want to bring those
"tax expenditures" under the sunset
law because they now cost the govern-
ment about $125 billion a year.
Long and other members of the
Finance Committee oppose such a
review because it would dilute the






GOD AND COUNTRY AWARD—The Rev. John Dale, Minister of the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ, pins the
Boy Scout God and Country Award on the uniform of Don Alan Moseley, as his paren‘Mr. and Mrs. OwenMoseley, 1623 Loch Lomond, watch. The award was presented to Moseley, a freshman at Murray High SChool, atthe Wednesday night service at the church. The scout worked a year on the award completing several requiremen-ts such as a history of the church. a diagram of the organization of the church, a study of the church's outreach adaily Bible reading schedule, 10 hours of church work and 10 hours of community work. the Rev. Dale and the Rev.Mark Pugh, associate minister of Seventh and Poplar, worked closely with Moseley on the award. 0. B. Boone Jr. isMoseley's scoutmaster.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. lee
Special Education Visit Made
Mrs. Nancy Lovett, _field service
representative for the Thant'. for
Exceptional Children, Kentucky State
Department of Education, and Jim
DeSpain, unit directbr for federal
programs, visited the Calloway -County
Schools recently. The -purpoSe of the
visit was to insure that public law 94-142
was being complied to in the area of
special education.
Mrs. Lovett and DeSpain were ac-
companied by Johnny Bohannon,
supervisor of instruction, and Mrs. Joy
Waldrop, special education coordinator
for the Calloway County Schools.
The Calloway_ _County 4ch9ols
'presently hive 17% special education
units including speech and hearing,
learning disabilities, educat&mentally
handicepped and multiple han-
-111.0*
SPECIAL EDUCATION CHECK — In the left picture, Joy Waldrop, special education coordinator for the Calloway
County Schools, Jim DeSpain, unit director for federal programs, Sue Chaney, East Elementary learning disabilities
teacher, and Nancy Lovett, field representative for the Bureau for Exceptional Children, check folders for children
placed in the special education class. The right picture shows Nancy Lovett visiting a unit at Southwest Elementary._School
dicapped.
Parents, teachers and other in-
terested citizens are urged to contact
the schools if they know of children who
may be in need of these special ser-
vices.- Notification may be given and
information concerning this can be





U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, who
serves the 23½-county First
Congressional District of Kentucky,
will be the grand. marshal for the
. Murray State University Homecoming
parade on Saturday morning, Oct. 21.
• He will ride at the front of the parade,
which is scheduled to begin at- 930
a.m., to a downtown reviewing stand,
where he, President Constantine W.
Curris, and university regents wt11,
watch the procession.
Hubbard, who is serving his second
term in Congress and is the unopposed
Democratic nominee for re-election to a
third term in November, will be ac-
companied on his visit to Murray by his
wife Joyce, their daughters, Kelly, 8,
and Krista, 5, and his parents, Dr. and
Mrs. Carroll Hubbard„Sr.., „
Louisville.
Hubbard's ties with Murray, Murray
-State, and West Kentucky are several.
He. was born in Murray at the old
Mason Memorial Hospital in 1937 while
his father was pastor of Memorial
Baptist Church in Murray, where he
Kappa House Will Feature Movie Characters
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club is beginning their annual
preparation for their Haunted House
and Karnival to be held at the A.
Carman Pavilion October 24, 25 and 26
from 6-9 p.m.
The Haunted House and Karnival
offers many exciting experiences and
thrills for young and old, a spokesman
said. This year's chairmen are Rebecca
Whittaker, Mary Shipley, and Judy
Stahler.
Each evening from 6 to 8 p.m.
youngsters can visit the Children's
Room in which they will have a chance
to talk to various characters and see
and hear many things pertaining to
Halloween.
PREPARE FOR HAUNTED HOUSE—Little Marylerye-Whtttalter doesn't know what to make of thk mask depictingDarth Vader from the movie "Star. Wars." Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club is beginning their annual
preparition for the haunted house and carnival, set this year at A. Carman Pavilion on College Farm Road Oct. 24,
25 and 26 from 6 to 9 p.m. each evening. Chairmen for the event are Mary Shipley, left, Rebecca Whittaker, secondfrom right, and Judy Stahler, right. Money raised with the haunted house goes to_suppoft Merray_7Calln,way,Lo.uoty._..
ariunurilli Theidree&ine, Mii-reTV-adei,-along Wilh-cWiri-cferi-Trom the movie
"Caine" and the hit TV ettow "The Hulk," will be depicted in the haunted house ttik year.
4
This year the feature attractjon will
be a Halloween. presentation by
Richard Valentine from the Com-
munity Theatre. This presentation will
'begin at 7 o'clock each night. During
the other time short Halloween
programs will be presented, the
spokesman said.
Also, featured again this year is the
Karnival Room with games for all ages
including the duck pond, fishing pond,
football toss, milk can toss, balloon dart
game and pennywalk. The pennywalk
is the newest game added this year. A
penny will buy young and old a chance
to walk and win • the prize, a cupcake.
According to the spokesman, the
talking Pumpkin has returned from the
pumpkin patch again to visit with all his
good friends. His new attraction will be
the. opportunity for all; young and old,
costumed or not, to have their picture
taken with various Haunted House
Spooks or _just with the friendly
Pumpkin. All who Wish to have their
picture taken will be charged one
dollar.
The center product& will be the
annual Haunted House featuring many
new characters coming 'to life from
movie hits -- Star Wars, Carrie, and the
Hulk. Many other characters will come
to life, come to see. So, for fifty cents
you can receive many 7-- adventures,
excitement, and thrills of horror by
visiting the various haunted room.
Children. slx and -under, must be
accompanied by parents -through the
Haunted House, the spekesman said.
This year's Kappa's will be using the
* Haunted House money to support-the
Calloiray. County Community Theatre..
Needllne, and the Calloway Capnty
Senior Citizens
nerup in the Miss Kentucky Pageant.
The Hubbard family home is in
Mayfield; where he has practiced law
for several years. He, was elected twice
— in 1967 and again in 1971 — as a state
senator from the First Senatorial
District of Kentucky before he won a
seat in Congress in 1974.
Hubbard served as the first chairman
of the Democratic freshmen in the 94th
Congress from January through June,
1975. He was appointed an associate
whip in the House or Representatives
by Speaker Tip O'Neill and Majority
Leader Jim Wright in March, 1977.
Hubbard serves on two House com-
mittees — Banking, Finance, and
Urban Affairs and Merchant Marine
and Fisheries.
He was recognized as one of three
"Outstanding Young Men of Kentucky"
in 1963 by the Jaycees, as one of the
"Outstanding Young Men in America"
in 1970, and as the "Outstanding Young
Democrat Legislator" by Kentucky
Young Democrats in 1972.
Hubbard, who has been an active
member of the Baptist Church at both
the local and state levels, is a graduate
of Georgetown College. He earned the
law degree at the University of
Louisville School of Law.
He has served as an officerin both the
Kentucky Air National Guard and the
Kentucky Army National Guard and on.
active duty at both Lackland Air Force





Murray merchants Will meet
Tueetley, Oct. 17, from 2 p.m. to 3:15
p.m. at the University Branch, Bank of
- Murray.
The purpose of the meeting will be to
inform retailers of several recently
enacted or anticipated changes in laws
and regulations both at the state and
natinnal level. Subjects to be discussed
will include new minimum wage rates,
had checks, credit card dicsount rates,
layaways, a new shoplifting law, small
claims court and related laws. Anti-
shoplifting signs will be available
without charge
The meeting is free 'indwell te all
retail merchants. The discussion will be
led by a staff member of the Kentucky
Retail Federation. Additional fob.
formation may be Obtained from Al
Lindsay - al- -Lindsey* -jewelers who-- -
serves as the local chairman for the
meeting.
served from 1933 to 1940.
Both of his parents are West Ken-
tuckians and graduates of Murray
_alumna of Murray State. Sbe is a-fer-









Addle Beth Shelton' of Milburn in
the former
• Hubbard's wife, the former Joyce
Lynn Hall of Metropolis, M., is a 1967
The Murray-Caloway Courtly
Hospital Blood Bank, in cooper-en*
with the West Kentucky Blood Center,
will have its first mobile blood drive in
Murray and Calloway County on
October 9 and 10. The mobile unit,
provided by the Regional Blood Center,
will be in the Central Shopping Center
parking lot from 2-8 p.m. on Monday,
October 9, and from 8:30 am. -12;30
p.m. on Tuesday, October 10. 
Anyone --donating blood during the
mobile drive 'will receive the same
benefits as those who donate at the
hospital blood bank itself. Those
benefits are:
An individual donation covers the
cost of any blood used by the clOnor or
his immediate family at over 2,000
hospitals nationwide for one year.
An individual donating may replace
blood used by friends and relatives at
the MCCH Blood Bank and 2,000 other
hospitals throughout the country. For
each unit of blood donated as a
replacement, the patient does not have
to pay a non-replacernent fee. . •
The Blood Bank also offers a group
plan. The plan allows a group (i.e. civic
organizations, co-workers, etc.) to
establish "coverage" for the entire
group for one year provided 25 per cent
of the group donates blood to the Blood
Bank.
To participate in the mobile blood
drive, call the MCCH Blood Bank at 753-,
5131 extension 183 or drop hythe mobile





Mr. Webster defines "gourmet" as
"a connoisseur in the delicacies of Lfie
table" and "delight" as "a high degfee
of pleasure.''.
On Oct. 12-14, Tour connoissetimwill
mer Miss Paducah and a third —affect a high degree of pleasufe--TW—
those attending the Community
Theatre's Dinner Theatre production,
"A Thurber Carnival," at the Holiday
Inn.
Aside from the family entertainment
and presentation of Thurber's short
stories, performed by seven local
people, the dinner will be a gourmet's
delight.
Mrs. Jean Bennett, Mrs. Georgianna
Moffett, Mrs. Edwina Simmons and Bill
Boyd have been planning and working
for weeks on the Menu to be featured at
the dinner theatre. It includes braised
sirloin tips, salad with remoulade
sauce, gingered carrots and Brennan's
bananas foster. These.. recipes have
been expanded to accommodate the
Holiday Inn kitchen.
The four gourmets have been
supervising in every aspect of the
dinner preparation from planning to
testing recipes in order to insure their
success. '
Suzanne Holsclaw, innkeeper for the
Holiday Inn, has been meeting with the •
four gourmets and the House Com-
mittee, Kathy Pasco and Tonda West.
They have discussed the best seating
and table arrangements, table
decorations and overall atmosphere.
Reservations may be made by calling
759-1752. Linda Begley, reservations
chairman, said that the last day to
-make reservations is Wednesday. Oct.
11.
today's index
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Clear and very cool tonight
with scattered light frost likely in
low lying areas. The lows in the
mid and upper 30s Sunny but -
only slightly warmer. Sundey.
The highs in the mid 603 Winds
will be west to northwesterly
increasing to 10 to 20 miles 9n
hour today and diminishing to
-very light northerly tbnighr
a
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-.*Luare lad Mind dancing
--Will be hild at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.rn-
--
• Four-team Tennis Meet
hosted by MSU Lady Racers
will eorainue at Murray State
courts on Chestnut Street.
Turkey &Mt, apanimied by
Wast Calloway PTC, Will start
at eight Lnk_St_the hams
Purchase -Club'
headquarters on Kentucky 121
mar Coldwater.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include hike
tfily at Fort Henry Hiking
"Nall with registration bet-
ween seven and-10.:31) a.m.;
Touch, 45 minutes walk, it
Center Statioh at 3:30 p.m.',
The Way of the Fterpr.ogram
at Center Statics-at-73O p.m.;
Deer and Turkey Bow Season
opens and continues through
Nov. 12; The Homeplace-1850
fall opening with hours from
nine a.m. to five p.m. ,
Annual Speech and Hearing
Arts and Craft* Fair will be
from eight a.m. to three p.m.,
aind auction sale with Terry
Shoemaker as auctioneer will
start at three p.m. at the West.
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. This is
sponsored by the MSU Speech
and Hearing Center.
: Jackson Purchase
Historical Society 21st annual
lour to Fort Massac, ill., and
'New Harmony, Ind., will leave
the Murray bus station at 6:55
a.m.
Barnett Cemetery annual
homecoming-wilt be held with
a basket dinner at noon. If
unable to attend, donations for
qpkeep may be sent to Robert .
Walker, Route Three, Murray.
Drama, "Medea," will be
presented for the third night at
the Murray State University
Theatre at eight p.m.
Admission is $3.00 or by
season ticket.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
F. &A. M., wW meet at seven
p.m, with Past Masters night
ttl be observed.
HeY Club of. Murray High
School will have a car wash as
a fund raising project at the
North Side Car Wash, 8th and
Arcadia Streets near the City-
County Park, from eight to







East Calloway FTC, will
continue at the Jackson
Purchase Gan Club
headquarters on Kentucky
Highway 121 near Coldwater
at one p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church will bold Ks annual
• VITAMIN DOtiES
Excessively large dosages
of certain vitamins such as
vitamins C and E are often
recommended as cure-ails fur
4/4esday, October .....Elm Grove Baptist Church' a 
variety of ills. This
. Need Line Board of womenwill mem. g the_ . mi
sconception can be
Oblation will meet at the, aauseeeeaLaap 'detrimental both to our bodies
Triangle Inn at twelve noon. and our pocketbooks. There
Parents Anonymous will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, Murray, at 7:15 p.m.
For information call 759-1792
or 753-9261.
hiamecoming.- Recovery,liti, will meet at
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, Murray, at
7:30 p.m.
Watkins Cup Regatta,
sponsored by Kentucky Lake
Sailing Club, will continue at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
Area 1111331011 study will be
. hetd at Kirksey Malted




Society will hold open house at
its new shelter --en--East
Sycamore Extendedfitim two
to five p.m.
Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Chiles
will be honored at a reception
in celebration of 50th wedding_
anniversary at Murray
Woman's Club House from
three to five p.m. with their
daughter, Shirley Joyce
Humphreys as hostess. The
family requests that guests
, not bring gifts.
Oak .Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Youth
will present a puppet show at
North Pleasant Grove Church
at seven ir.m. following youth
meeting and supper at five
p.m..
Marie Taylor will present a
harpsichord lecture recital at
"Hi§ -House" campus
ministry, 1506 Chestnut Street,
at _eight-lane This will be
sponsored by Murray
Christian Fellowship and is .
open' to -the free. of
charge.
Special Sunday afternoon
program will highlight ac-
tivities at The Homeplace-1850
in Land Between the Lakes.
Homeplace is open from nine
a.m. to five p.m.
Gospel singaig featuring
The Finchers Quartet Irom
Halls, Tenn., will be at Goshen
United Methodist Church at
Stella at 6:30 p.m. Other local
talent will also be featured.
Women of the first
Presbyterian Church will
have a business meeting and
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Sigma Department of
'Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7;30
p.m. with Dr. Chad Stewart to
-give Over--program =an
"Exercim."
Let's Stay Well Dr. F.j.L.)3LASINGAME
Effects Of Marij4cuta
Are Dangerous
Q. Mr. -I..-V. .writes to
ask if much of the resist-
ance to legalizing mari-
juana is not resistance to
change, even prejudice,
rather than hard evidence
that the drul IS harmful.
He asks, "What are the
•
amounts t
Calloway County Library se-----toody: damati. 
can lead-o _ about its dangers?"
• ten a.m.; Faith Doran • in A. Getting evidence on.
Murray State Shield
Photographer will be at
Wilson Hall, first floor, from.
8:30 a.m. to noon and one to
four p.m., weekdays, through
Ocil120.•
Today is last day to make
reservations for the dinner
theatre, "A Thurber Car-
nival," at Holiday Inn for
Thursday, Oct. 12. Call 759-
1752.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Sarah
Homer at 7 :30p:an.
United Methodist District
ministers will meet at social
hall of First United Methodist
Church, Murray, at ten a.m.
Singlet Unlimited will meet
at7:30p.M.
Mattie-411 Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet in






DEAR ABBY: I am desperate and in tears. I can't take it
anymore! I have a 7-year-old son who still wets his bed. I
have taken him to our pediatrician who sent us to a
urplogist. They both said there' was nothing physically
wrong with the boy.
I have spanked him, taken away his favorite TV shows,
and even told him he couldn't play outdoors or go any place
special if he wet the bed the night before.
I even tried making him wash his own pajamas and the •
bedsheet, but that didn't help. . . .
To top it all off, my 4-yeer-dld who stopped wetting his
bed two years ago has now started in again! I guess he
thinks if his big brother does it, it's okay for him, too!
My 7-year-old quit for five days 'straight before his birth-
day because he thought he'd get more presents, so I know he
-4- 
can quit.
- I'm expecting another bat?), in four months, Then have
Recreation for senior, 
.
_ 
THREE kids wetting the bed.
citizens led by Lee Gamble, I am ready to give up-hope. Please help me, Abby!
Murray State student, will be HOPELESS
at Ellis Center from six to nine 
p.m. Call 753-0929 by threw
p.m. for transportation.
• Murray- Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the tastern Star
senior youth room at two p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Countryside
with Joyce Houston at ten
a.m.; Coldwater with Mrs.
Dewey &melt at twelve noon;
New_Pmvidence Jetth Pat.a
Pittman and PartrRoad with -
T Brandon,-tioth at one •
p.m''-.__.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Young
Women Meet- with Judy
Smotherman.
Dexter Senior Citizens-will
meet at ten a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.ra-for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., lesson on
making pot holders from a
wash cloth by Lillie Miller at
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
band practieeat one p.m.
'Circles of First United 
has been , no scientific
evidence that supports the
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows'. Alice Waterallel40rY 
that massive Wises of
any vitarniffare
with Mrs. Kathleen Dunn, 
beneficial. In
fact, 'fat soluble Vitamins A
Mary leona Frost with . Mrs. and. D are not-excreted by our
Robert Douglas, both at 9:30
• Bessie Tucker at 
bodies, and if taken in huge
- DEAR HOPELESS: if the doctors assure you that there
Is nothing physically wrong with the boy, try the "Wet
Alarm" (Sears' catalogue lists itl.
, I've had hundreds of readers tell me that this solved the
problem when all else failed. I hope it works for you, but if it
_doesn't, quietly change the sheets and make no mention of
will meet at the Masonic Ft1I--- the wet bed whatsoever. No shaming and no punishments.
at 7:30 p.m. 
• Just total silence.
Calloway County. Band
Boos liib' isaChideded to ilifrafira " 'Chapel United- -
meet at seven p.m. at the high
school band room.
Russell's Chapel United -
'Methodist Church Women will
have a potluckat the home of
Martha Crass.
Skating party for youth of
Church of Christ will be at
skating rink with shah',
graders andEyounger from sli-
t° eight p.m. and seventh
graders and older from eight
to ten p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Margaret
Wilkins, 1703 Plainview, at.
sevenp.m.
Reservations for the guest
day for the ladies day lun-
cheon at the Murray Country
Club for Wednesday should be
made today with Patsy
Oakley, luncheon chairman.
Tuesday. October 10
Murray High School Band
Alumni will have an
organizational meeting at the
high school band room at 6:30
p.m. For information call
Carol Yates.
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.
Murray ToPsi  Club *ill -  •
meet at Health Center at
seven p.m.
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at Triangle Inn at twelve
noon.
Today is last day to make
reservations for the dinner
theatre, "A Thurber Car-
nival," at Holiday Inn for
Friday, Oct. 13. Call 759-1752.
Groups of First Baptist.
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Novella
Morgan at nine a.m.; II with
Mrs. Will Rose at ten a.m.; III
with Mrs. E. C. Jones at two
p.m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Gracie England of





to eat with us this week
Wednesday-Prime Time
If you joke prime rib, .you'll like Wgdnesdays.'frorn -5
p.m - 9 p.m. Enic4 prime rib cooked to...your liking, your
choice of potato. our salad bar ord drink-for pnly$5.911
Thursday-Steak Night
Choose any steak on our mew, potato salad bar and
drink for only &I5.14
Fr this stascaal from 5 pm- 9 p m every-Thursday
Sunday-Sunday Buffet
You can choose from 4 meats, 4 vegetables, enjoy our





-DEAR ABBY.:. I Lima_ fermer GI, married to a girl from
Southeast Asia. My problem is that she ieepa.after rife-con-
stantly to send money over there to her family. I have been
sending as much as I-can. but ititeeps me broke: •
Abby. we are depriving ourselves of the necessities-like
a telephone and new tires for our old car. We can't even pay
some of our own bills, and she keeps begging and begging
me to send more arid- molt to her people. I work to support
her and that's all I can do.
Please advise us both, Abby. And thank you.
30 AND DRAINED
DEAR DRAINED: U you're the only one working in your
family load I assume yse.st.k it's Ramo- yealearued. kawzte-
say, "Enough is enough.
Those who have money should help those who do not, but
you should allocate a set sass to send to her family - and not
a dime more. Explain this to your side.
DEAR ABBY: I always wanted my husband to wear
wedding band, so I saved up my money and bought one for
him. He acted pleased when I gave it to him, but he wore it
only a few times.
Every time I asked him why he wasn't wearing his wed-
ding band, he'd say, "I forgot it."
I just couldn't believe he was that forgetful. but when I
try to get the real reason out of him, he gets mad and won't,
talk, and I end up ciying myself to sleep.
I finally came to the conclusion that either he doesn't
want to be married, or he doesn't want other people to know
he's married.
Outside of this, he's a wonderful husband and father and
he says he loves me. What do you think?
H •
DEAR HURT: If he's a wonderful husband and father and
he says he loves you, believe him and don't look for
problems where none apparently exists, or you might
create one.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "YOUNG PHILOSOPHER IN ST.
AUGUSTINE, FLA.": For every maxim expressing one
philosophy, you will find another expressing the contrary.
Example: "The squeaking wheel gets the greeee." And "the
quacking duck gets shot."
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church'
wedding' or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
bby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding.".
send $I and a long, stamped 128 cents) eon-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Call.902r2.
.Venus For Program
At Center Listed'
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at
Douglas Community Center
and for the "Meals oh Wheels"
program have been released
by Sally DuFord, dietitian-
nu tri tionist, as follows:
Monday-steak and gravy,
mashed potato, green beans,
role slaw, hot rolls, butter,
fruit cocktail, cookies, and
milk.
Tuesday--creamed tuna,
noodles, beets, brown bean
sala6, hot rolls, butter, apple




tossed salad aath thousand
island dressing, .biscuits,
butter, fresh pears, and milk.
Thursday--beef liver in
tomato 41011011r1Weant style
corn, green peas, cote .alawl




. spiced applesinsca, ...-
cornbread, butter, white (like
wititpink icine. and milk.
When a recipe calls for 2
cups flaked fish, you'll need to
cook a pound of fish fillets or
steaks to yield this amount.
fr 
••••
the use of an illegal drug is
difficult. The number of
persons who use mari-
juana occasionally or regu-
larly- is steadily, increas-
ing. This practice brings
cella host of problems.' for
individual users and for
society as a. whole_
Any. abused drug is used
because it makes. many
persons feel good or
-high." The frequency and
amount utilized are often
increased to the level that
the user is unable to func-
tion normally and effi-
ciently in MS work and
other activities. Offen
these --deficiencies in per-
formance .may not be ap-
parenl to the user.— --
dents in this cpunty are
Admittedly, much more
clinical research is needed  
now associated with man-
to determine tiN) exact-na-• Juana 
intoxication. It is
on among high
tune of the ill- -effects-ni---ffi9"-TC-Imilmschool and college stu-
dents.
Smoking marijuana by
an expectant mother may
damage the fetils, espe-
cially during the first three
months of pregnancy:
The active ingredient of
marijuana, THC tetrahy-
drooannabinol), is not ex-
creted readily from the
body as are alcohol and
tobacco p-roducts but may
remain as long as a week
from a single dose or
smoke.
marijuana. The drug has
to be observed over a
longer period of time.
Some of the organs af-
fected are the bronchial
tubes and, lungs. Smoking
marijuana, like tobacco, is
a concentrated form of air
pollution. Chronic bron-
chitis and emphysema can
be caused or made worse
by repeated irrttattlan from
smoking the leaves known
as "grass." It often takes
years of use to accumulate
evidence that such air con-
After the chemicals are
absorbed into the blood
and,..circulated over the
body, questioft have been
raised about ill effects on
the brain cells as the
coordination of the mus-
cles. The result is a delay
in reaction time so that the
person _ Intoxicated with
marijuana may injure
himself or herself while
driving an automobile or at
work. Judgment appears
impaired in some users.
In a recent interview in
U.S. News 842 World Report,
Robert DuPont, Jr., M.D.,
former director of the Na-
tional Ina-Mute on Drug
Abuse, estimated that 15
percent of the traffic acct..
tamination causes lung In brief, we know enough
cancer, but the recurrent about marijuana to say
irritation of the lung tissue that it is a potent, poten-
and bronchial tubes from tially harmful drug to the
the smoke could easily re- user. Its effects on the
individual are such that his
stilt in starting cases of behavior and altered judg-
lung cancer. Marijuana ment may interfere with
. smoke is known to be even his role as a driver, work-
more irritating than to- er, student, or family
bacco smoke. member-_  
Pius - "Winter Hawk" (PG)
• OMNI Wile
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Murray Business News Briefs
-NEPA May Be Badiegisfaion, Chamber Says
Where should a company
draw the line between its
responsibility to itself and its
responsibility to its em-
ployees?
If • legislation known --alt
NEPA becomes law, -the
federal government would be
making that decision for
employers, and at least we
business-oriented Kentucky
organization is concerned.
Let's say that John Doe
Industries employs 300
workers in a garment-making
aslant in Centerville, Ky. John
Doe's management discovers
-that—it-could operate—mere-
profitably by moving that
operation to Alabama or
Central_ America. Three
hundred Centerville garment
workers are out of jobs in a
town that cannot possibly
absorb them in similar jobs.
If the closing were found to
be unavoidable, • John Doe's
former Centerville employees
would get income main-
If the National Employment
- Priorities Act were law, there
. would he several possible
remedies.„
First, John Doe Industries
would have to notify the U.S.
Secretary of Labor two years
prior to closing or transferring
a plant. A National
Employment Relocation
Administration would study
the request, weighing the
company's justification for
closing against the corn-
inunity impact. If the finding
determines that the closing
can be avoided, John Doe
--Industries would be eligible
for federal financial and
technical aid to keep the
tenance payments, con-
tinuation of pensioff and health
benefits, job placement and
retrainirfg benefits,
emergency mortgage or rent
payment*. and ether aid. IF
they had to leave. Centerville
to find work, they also would
get relocation allowances. -"-
The community of Cen-
terville itself also would be
eligible for financial aid if the
area unemployment rate rose
above eight percent.
In short, federal funds
would go either to the com-
pany or to Centerville and its
residents who are left icrbiesi,
Generally, we think it's a
bad bill," said Philip A.
Centerville plant going. — Thompson, executive vice
president of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
• But the,state chamber is not
yet prepared to take an
John Wise Heads Agency
John C. Wise, associated_ for Sales and Service for 13
with ,the M. L. Smith, CLU -
General Agency of the Nor-
thwestern Mutual Life,
Milwaukee, has been ap-
pointed to head the Paducah
District Agency.
Wise succeeds Joseph C.
, Dudley, CLU, who will con-
time to serve his clients as
, Agent Emeritus, John C. Wise
will assume the responsibility
counties in Kentucky and
Massac County in Illinois.
Wise joined NML while
attending Murray State
University in an Internshit
program. Upon graduation, he
associated with NML in a
Special Agent capacity and
has directed the College
Internship program at
Murray since June 1, 1976.
BANNER SALES— Ford dealers have all-new Mustang
and full-sized li-13 models for 1979' and are predicting
record new-model car and truck sales for the months
:-ahead, according to Walter S. Walla, ford Moto$ 'com-
pany vice president and Ford Division general manager.
The division expects to sell approximately two million
cars and 1.4 million trucks during the 1979 model year,
including 340,000 Mustangs and S00,000 LTD's. The
redesigned and re-engineered 1979 LTD (background)
has more headroom, leg room and shoulder room than
last year's model, and Ford's "new breed" of Mustang
offers a variety of body styles_and performance features
including a 2.3-liter turbocharged engine that is standard
on the Mustang Cobra shown here.
••••••••••••••••••••
•• THE BUSINESS MAN'S•• FRIEND•
•
• FOR ALL YOUR OFFICE NEEDS!
• *Office Machines *Calculators *Desk Sets




received the National Quality
Award, the "National Sales
Achievement Award and he is
a qualified member of the 1978
Million Dollar Ittontul Table-
Ntiiiiirotis company honors
have, been earned by Mr.
Wise.
He and his wife, Jenna, with
their-two daughters, reside at
425 Oakcrest in Paducah.
Social Security
Being Studied
There are four separate commis-
sions or study groups examining
problems affecting Social Securit
in -the U.S.,. reports the American
Council of Life Insurance.
' The National Commission on
So.cial_ Security., Authorized  tinder-.
legislation last year. will study the
fiscal status, of the Old Age, Sur-
vivors, _Disability and Health
Insurance Trust Funds and report'
its findings to Congress in two
years, says the Council, .
• The quadrennial Advisory
Council' on Social Security is also •
authorized to review the status of
'Social Security trust funds and
submit its report to the Secrelary.of
Health, Education and Welfare by4--OCtober 1,.1979.
An additional study authorized
in 1977 will evaluate the integration
of Social Security and the Federal
civil service retirement systems,.
and thy coverage of state and local-.
employees.
Finally, the Carter Adminis(ra-
tion has proposed the establishment
of a Commission on Retirement
Policy to provide a comprehensiVe
analysis of the retirement and dis-
ability structure of the U.S. for the
next 60 years and the financial abil-
ity of existing public and pnvate
retirement systems to meet those
needs, the Council says:
 • • • • • • • • •
aggressive stand on thy- issue
pending further study, hesaid.
'We understand that NEPA
is a dead Issue for . the
remainder of 1978, but will be
'back next -year- wit!, more_
force behind It. At that time,
we'll probably be ready to
make a firmer stand as well,"
Thompson added.
Several labor unions ex-
pressed support for the
Proposed legislation in a
hearing before the U.S. House
' Subcommittee on Labor
Standards. They include the
,,,agnited Auto Workers, Inter-
nationarUnlon -Electrical
Workers and the Rubber
Workers: pAIN Vice President
Mare Stepp explained their
philosophicaliitand:
"Corporations are chili.-
tered by society; and it is not
unreasonable to expect that in
-r
their actions in pursuit of
private profit, government
should see to it that cor-
porations adhere to a decent
and socially responsible
standard of behavior."
NEPA first was introduced
in Congress. five years. ago by
Rep. John Dent ID-Pat, and
by then-Sen. Walter Mondale
ID-Minn.)
+++
Kentucky Stocks On The
- Move Last Week: General
market directidn was
downward. Leading gainers —
Lincoln Income Life (OTC)„.to
Ill-froth- 14'4; :etier-al-Energy
(OTC), to 11 from 10%;
Kentucky Central Life, to 111%
from 13%-: Largest declines----=
liusniula-(NYSE4, to 35% from
37%; Louisville Gas Se




Pat Hopkins, left, and Mickey Gottfried, right, spot for safety as Nancy Figs, 17, C-•
1k-es on the balance beam. Mrs. Gottfried, and Mrt Hopkins are both instructors at-the-
new gymnastic classes being held at the Murray Tennis Center The rlacce• (patine ail




Recently' Bob Hopkins, Mrs. Hopkins, also a
manager of the Murray nanager at the Murray
Tennis Center inc., announced fermis Center, aids Mrs.'
ne-ly- facet to the center's 3ottfired in all phases of the
health and recreation nstruction such as super-
facilities. rising, or spotting, for
T•he Murray Tennis Center, ;tudents safety on equipment.
located on highway 641 North,
has just started _gymnastic
classes for children, from
ages 5 years to 17 years of age.
Open to the public the
gymnastic classes feature all
phases of . gymnastics in-
cludin floor exercises,
tumdling, balance be-am,
uneven parallel bars, and
yaluting.
Instructing the courses are
Mickey Gottfried, assisted by
Pat Hopkins, .
Mrs. Gottfried, the wife of
Murray State Head Football
Coach, Mike Gottfried, has
competed in gymnastics at the
high school and collegeate
_JevelaShehas .4t149_14A1141
gymnastics in Ohio; and
between Competition and




An expanded five-model line
of electric drop-in ranges,
including three models with
self-cleaning oven, has been
introduced by the Tappan
Appliance Division.
The 'line has been com-
pletely re-tooled and re-styled




The line includes starter
Model 33-1038 with porcelain
oven, 33-1248 with brushed
chrome top and continuous
cleaning oven, 33-1458 with
Ili Health Needs













• Retirement brings profound
changes in your spending. ..
Most retired people have already
purchased expensive things likr a'
home; auto, boat 'or- second rest-
r-dence and many have invested a
significant amount of their income
.in strings, real estate and life 1..
insurance. And after retirement: .
their spending for commuting. new .
clothes ,and other personal Items-
`diminishes rapidly,
self-cleaning oven, 33-1468
with self-cleaning en and
black glass door„ _
- Top-of-the-line Mode -33-
1678 includes a One-piece
smooth top, automatic digital
clock, self-cleaning oven and
black glass-door with Visualite
window.
The new five-model line
replaces three earlier drop-in
models, and has been styled to
provide a custom built-in look
with s'
nut one of the expenses people
find increasing as they get older is
for medical care.
According to the American
Council of Life Insurance, medis:al
bills for the average person 65 year's.
or older totaled more than $1,700 in
1977. Even though 72 percent ot-
these medical expenses wifpaid by
government or pnvate insurance, it
still left the average older person
with $480 in medical expense; to
pay out of pocket. says the Council.
.4%- Because of the' g‘p between
governmental health care su, h as
Medicare and Medicaid and tne-tx-
penses associated with health care
for the aged, many persons take out
supplementary pnsatc polLic. For
itarkre.i.thrination Litiavbat-
/Witt "OTC pOtICier-Vrite-fAINt
bOnklet. "What You Should Kw,
About Health Insurance When You
'Retire." Single copies an free
fiowele-Hetide hiserimt,
1830 K Street. N W Waelsmison,
C 26066 —
"One feature we are-proud
of is oui brand new Nissen
equipment," Hoplcins said.
"The Nissen equipment was
the official equipment picked
to be used in the 1976 Olym-
pics," he added.
Hopkins stated, We are
very fortunate to have such a
Three models are available
with black glass oven door, so
that inventory problems with
Mors are reduced for dealer*:
and distributors. Color doors
are available only on two
models in the line (33-1038 and
33-1458).
The new models are all 30
inches wide with chrome trim
at the topand sides to enhance
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Age 65 is the traditional
age for retirement, yet
about Hr third. of
e- Americans over 65 live
in poverty. - Social
.Security benefits, even
when added to company
retirement payments,
are often inadequate.
qualified instructor as Mickey
Gottfried, and she and the
Nissen equipment are all in
keeping with the tradition of
quality and service to our
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What George wanted to do was cross tie Delaware on
Christmas morning. surprise the British. and Secure a bacil
needed victory.•
What he needed was boats. Specially designedi?oststhat
,ould hold fifteen tons-of men and artiBerv.. That could
move in either direction. Boats that had a draft of -
not more than 20 inches. •
Happily. Robert Durham. a new American. had already
designed and built them.
And other new Americans invested their cash to buy them.
And Washington sided intol victory that turned the -
tide of the Re‘aution.
• Today. million! of Americas can 'muss". is America and
come out winning. too. .`
Just sign up tor the Pas roll Savings Plan if week. That
wry. i set aside to buy Bondrfor rem 
Reg_ularly. Aistdmirticaliv.
Bey U.S. Savings Bauch today. Youll have smoodi
sailing tomorrow.

















Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7 :30 p.m.
Let's Stay Well
of certain vitamins such as
vitamins C and E are 'Often
recOmmended as core-alb for
--uariel.y—ed- ills- This




hosted by IOU Lady Racers




Turkey Seta, sponsored by
East Calloway PTC, will
continue at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club
headquarters on Kentucky




Turkey Shoot, sponsored by.
East Calloway PTC, will start
at eight a.m. at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club






the Lakes will include hike
411 at Fort _Henry Hiking
Trail with registration bet-
ween seven aid 141:1111 a.m.; In
Touch, 45 minutes walk, at
Center *Station at 3.30 p.m.;
-The-Way-et-the-Fox-program
at Center Station at 7:90 p.m.;
Deer and Turkey Bow Season
opens and continues through
Nov. 12; The Homeplace-1850
fall opening-with hours from
nine a.m. to fivep.rn.
Annual Speech and Hearing
Arts and Crafts Fair will be
from eight a.m. to three p.m.,
• and auction sale with Terry
Shoemaker as auctioneer will
start it three p.m. at the West
Kentucky' Livestpck and
Exposition Center. This..
._sponsered by the MSU Speech
and Hearing Center.— -
: Jackson Purchase
Historical Society 21st annual
lour to Fort Massac, Ill.. and
.New Harmony, Ind., will.leave
the Murray bus station at 6:5.5
,
Barnett Cemetery annual
homecoming will be held with
a basket dinner at noon. If
. unable to attend, donations for
Upkeep may be sent to Robert
!Walker, Route Three, Murray.
_
• Drama, "Medea," will be
presented for the third night at
the Murray State University
Theatre at eight p.m.
Admission is $3.00 or by
season ticket. '
_ -
: Temp* Hill Lodge No. 276,
tilt A. AL, will meet at seven
p.m: with Pas0Maiters night
to be observed.
Hi-Y Club of Murray High
School will have a car wash as
a fund raising project at the
North Side Car Wash, 8th and
Arcadia Streets near the City-
..:County Park, from eight to
:eleven a.m. Call 753-4327 for
;pick up and delivery.
Watkins Cup Regatta,
sponsored by Kentucky Lake
Sailing Club, will continue at
Kenisike State Resort Park.
Area mission study will be
held at Eirksey -United
Methodist church from2:311 to` 
Directors will meet at the
Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Parents Anonymous watt
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Slreets, Murray, at 7:15 p.m.
• For information call 759-1792
or 753-9261.
Recovery. Inc., will meet at,
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, Murrayagt
TAO p.m.
• Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
Ran: With Dr. Chad.Stetvart to
give the __ program 'on
four p.m. -"Exercise." •
Calloway County 1-rumane
Society will hold open house at
-its -new- -shelter un- -East
Sycamore Extended from two
to five p.m.
Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Chiles
will be honored at a reception
in celebration of 50th wedding
anniversary at Murray
Woman's Club House from
three to five pan: with their
daughter, Shirley Joyce
Humphreys as hostess. The
family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
_ Oak, _ Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Youth
will present a puppet show at
North Pleasant Grove Church
at seven p.m. following youth
meeting and supper at five
p.m.
Marie Taylor will present a
harpsichord lecture recital at
"His House"— campus
ministry, 1508 Chestnut Street,




Christian Fellowship and is
open to the public free tif
charge.
Special Sunday afternoon
program will highlight ac-
tivities at The Homeplace-1850
in 'Land Between the Lakes.
HoaReplaee is open from nine
a.m. to five p.m.
Gospel singing featuring
The Finchers Quartet from
Halls, Tenn., will be at Goshen
United Methodist Church at
Stella at 6:30 p.m. Other local
talent will also be featured.
Women of the First
Presbyterian Church will
have a business meeting and
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Murray State Shield -
Photographer will --be--at
Wilson Hall, first floor, from
8:30 a.m. to noon audame to
four p.m., weekdays, through
Oct_20.
Today is last day to make
reservations for the- dinner
theatre, "A Thurber Car-.
nivel," at Holiday Inn for
Thursday, Oct. 12. Call 759-
1752.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian. Church
will meet at the home of Sarah
Horner at 7:30 p.m.
United Methodist District
ministers will meet at social
hall of First United Methodist
Church, Murray, at ten a.m.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30p.m.
Mat kye Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet in




Boosters Club is scheduled to
meet at seven p.m. at the high.
school band room.
Ruasell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
have a potluck at the home of
Martha Crass.
Skating party for youth of
Church of Christ' will be at
skating rink with . sixth
graders and younger from six
to eight p.m. and seventh
graders and older from eight
'to ten p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Margaret
Wilkins, 1703 Plainview, et
seven p.m.
Reservations for the .guest
a day for the ladies day lun-
cheon at the Murray Country
Club for Wednesday should be
made today with _Patsy
- Oakley, luncheon chairman.
Tuesday, October 10
' Murray High School Band
Alumni will have an
organizational meeting at the
__high school band room at 6:30
p.m. For information call
Carol Yates.
Women will meet at the
church at 1 : 39 p.m. '
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. Kathleen Dunn,
Maryleon.s Frost with Mrs.
Robert Douglas, both at 9:30
*Ana- Bessie -Tucker -at._
Calloway County 'Library at
ten • a.m.; Faith Doran in
senioryouth room at two p.m.
• Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Countryside
with Joyce Houston at' ten
a.m.; Coldwater with -11Irs.
Dewey Bawd' at toesil.V Mon ; .
.New Providence with Patsy
Pittnaaa and Paris Road with 
Tops' Brandon, both at one
pan-
• /
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Young
Women will meet with Judy
Smotherman.
Dexter Senior' Citizens will
meet at ten a m. at the Dexter
Center. .
Center will be open
ft out ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., lesson on
making pot holders from a
wash cloth by Lillie Miller at
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
- band practice at one pan.
detrimental both to our bodies
and our pocketbooks.  
has been no scientific
evidence that supports the
theory that massive doses of
any vitamin are beneficial. In
lac fat soluble vitamins A
and Dare not excreted by our
bodies, and If'taken in huge
amounta cifn lead to serious
body daniage.
-Reereattotv--tor---selitor--
citizens led by Lee Gamble,
Murray State student will be
at Ellis Center from six to nine
p.m. Call., 753-0929 by three
pen. for transportation.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star




Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to Meet at seven
. Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Health Center at
seven p.m. •
Quota Club is scheduled 'to
meet at Triangle Innat twelve
noon.
Today is last day to make
reservations for the dinner
theatre, "A Thurber Car-
nival," at. Holiday. Inn for
Friday, Oct. 13. Call 759-1752.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Novella
Morgan at nine a.m.; II with
Mrs. Will Rose at ten a.m. Ill
with Mrs. E. C. Jones at live
p.m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Gracie England of





to eat with us this week
Wednesday-Prime Time
• It you like prime 1ib, you'll likr Wednesdays from 5
m - 9 p.m. Enjoy prime rib cooked to your liking, your
choice of potato, our salad bar ard drink-for only.6.100
Thursday-Meek Night
Choose any steak on-our menu, potato saiad bar and
_drink for only
Enioyotios special from 5 p.m - 9 p m every Thursday.
•••
Sunday-gunday Buffet
Y(J., can choose from 4 meatc 4 vegetables enjoy our -











Q. Mr. R: V. writes to
ask U much of the resist-
anee to legalizing mari-
juana is not resistance to
change, even prejudice,
rather than hard evidence
that the., drug is harmful.
lie asks., "What are the
facts about Its dangers?"





DEAR ABBY: I am desperate and in tears. I can't take it
anymore! I have a 7-year-old son who still wets his bed. I
have taken him to our pediatrician who sent us to a
urologist. They both said there was nothing physically
wrong with- the boy.
I have spanked him, taken away his favorite TV shows,
and even told him he couldn't playa outdoors or go any place
special if he wet the-bed the night before.
I even tried making him wash his own pajamas and the
bedsheet, but that didn't help.'
To top it all off, my 4-year-old who stopOd wetting hts
bed two years ago has now started in again! I guess he
thinks if his big brother does it, it's okay for him, too!
My 7-year-old quit for five 'days-straight before his birth-
day because he thought he'd get, more presepta, so I Imow he
can quit.
I'liaexpecting another baby in four months. Then I'll have
THREE kids wetting the bed. •
• I am ready to give up hope. Please help me, Abby!
HOPELESS
-the use of an illegal. druiris
difficult. The number of
persons.. who use mari-
juana occasionally or regu-
larly is steadily inCrea3-
ing. Thia.airactice brings
on a host of problems for.
individual mem and fOr
soc&ty as a whole.
Any abused drug is used
because it makes many
persons feel good or
"high." The frequency and
amount utilized are often
increased to the level that
. the user is unable to func-
tion normally and effi-
ciently in his Work- and
other activities. Often
After the- chemicals are
absorbed into the blood
. and circulated over the
body, questions have been
raised about ill effects on
- Wriiln cells and the
coordination of the mus-
cles. The result is a de
in reaction time so that the
person intoxicated with
marijuana may injure
himself or herself while
driving an automobile or at
work. Judgment appears
impaired in some users.
In a recent interview in
U.S. News & World Report,
Robert DuPont, Jr., M.D.,
former director of the Na-
----these-eleficieneies--in--per----tional Institute- en—Drug
formance may not be ap- Abuse, estimated that 15
parent to the user. percent of the traffic acci-
Admittedly, much more 
dents in this county are
-' clinical research is' needed now asweiMed with mart-
to determine the exact na- 
Juana Intoxication. --it--br
'- —hike of the Ill effects of 
more common among high
marijuana. The drug has 
school and college stti-
to be observed over a dents.
longer period of time. Smoking marijuana by
DEAR HOPELESS: If the doctors assure you that there
Is nothing physically wrong with the boy, try the "Wet
Alarm" (Sears catalogue lists it).
I've fitadbundreds of readers tell me that this solved the
problem when all else failed. I hope it works for you, but if it ea
doemf_tt quietly change the sheets and make no mention of
the wet bed whatsoever. No shaming and no punishments.
Just total silence.
s DEAR ABBY: I am a former GI, married to a girl from
Southeast Asia. My problem is that she keeps after me con-
stantly to send money over there to her family. I have been
sending as much as I can, but it keeps me broke.
Abby, we are depriving ourselves of the necessities-like
a telephone and new tires for our old car. We can't even pay
some of our own bills, and she keeps begging and begging
me to send more and more to her people. I work to support'
her and that's all I can do. -
Please advise .us both, Abby. And thank you.
30 AND DRAINED
,
DEAR DRAINED: It you're the only one working in your
family land I assume you arel, it's time you learned how to
say, "Enough is enough."
Those who have money should help those who do not, but
you should allocate a set sum to send to her family - and not
.dime more. Explain this to your wife.
- -
DEAR ABBY: I always wanted my husband to wear a
wedding band, so I saved up my money and bought one for
himalle acted pleased when I gave it to him, but he wore it
only a few times.
Every time I asked him why he wasn't wearing his wed-
ding band, he'd say. "I forgiitit.7'
I just couldn't believe he was that forgetful, but' when I
try to get the real reason Out of him, he gets mad and won't
talk, and I end up crying myself tosleep.
I finally aame to the conclusion that either he doesn't
.want to be married, or he doesn't want other people to know
, he's married.
Outside of this, he's a wonderful husband and father and
he says he loves me. What do you think?.
HURT
DEAR HURT: If he's a wonderful husband and father and
he says he loves you, believe him and don't look for
problems where none apparently exists, or you might
create one.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "YOUNG PHILOSOPHER IN ST.
AUGUSTINE, FLA.": For every maxim expressing one
philosophy, you will find another expressing the contrary.
Lxample: "The squeaking wheel gets the grease." And "the
quacking duck gets shot."
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or • simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send tl and a long, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed




Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at
Douglas Community Center
and for the "Meals on Wheels"
program have been released
by Sally DuFord, dietitian-
nutritioeLst, as follows:
Monday-steak and gravy,
mashed potato, green beans,
cole slaw, hot rolls, butter,
fruit cocktail, cookies,. and
milk.
Tuesday-creamed tuna,
noodles, beets, brown bean
salad, hot rolls, butter, apple




'wised salad with thousand
island dressing, biscuits,
butter, fresh pears, and milk.
'Monday-beef liver In
lornato' sauce, cream style
torn, rem pew,- re* Ow—




• greens, spliced applesauce, •
('ornbread, butter, white cake
with Pink Icing. and milk:
Some of athe organs af-
fected ure the bronchial
tubes and lungs. Smoking
marijuana, like tobacco, is
a concentrated form of air
pollution. Chronic bron-
chitis and emphysema can
be caused or made worse
by repeated irritation from
smoking the leaves known
as •'grass." It often takes
years. of use to accumulate
evidence that such air con-
tamination causes lung
cancer, but the recurrent
irritation of the lung tissue
and bronchial tubes from
the smoke could easily re-
sult in starting cases ot
lung cancer.' Marijuana
smoke is known to be even
more irritating than to-
bacco smoke.
an expectant mother may
damage the fetus, espe-
cially during the first three
months of pregnancy.
The active ingredient of
marijuana, THC (tetraby-
drocannabinol), is not ex-
creted readily from the
body as are alcohol. and
tobacco products but may
remain as long as a week
from a single dose or
smoke:
In brief, we know enough
about marijuana to say
that it is a potent, poten-
tially harmful drug to the
user. Its effects On the
individual are such that his.
behavior and altered judg-
ment may interfere with
his role as a driver, work-











lasts you the rest
of your life.
4411
Plus- "Winter Hawk" (PG)
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do it ALL better'
When a recipe calls for
cups flaked fish, you'll need to WM (WRY I rwanai,rniss
cook a pound of fish fillets or .
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NEPA May Be Bad Legislation, Chamber Says
Where should a company If ihe National Emplayment_
draw the line litheeeri-iti—Prior-iiiiikt were law, there
responsibility to itself and its would be several possible .
responsibility- to-its - env-remedies:-
ployees? First, John Doe Industries
If legislation known as would have to notify the U.S.
NEPA becomes law, the Secretary of Labor two years
federal government would be prior to closing or transferring
making that decision for a plant A National
employers, and at least one Employment Relocation
business-oriented Kentucky Administration would study
organization is conCerned. the request, weighing the
Let's say that John Doe company's justification for
Industries employs 300 _closing against • the • corn-
 _warkersin A gannent-maldng rnunity impart it the f
plant in Centerville, Ky. John determines that the closing '
,Doe's management discovers can be avoided, John Doe
that it could Aierate more Industries would e eligible
-profitably by moving that for federal financial and
-operation --.10---Materna- or tecntilcal aTd to keep 1M-7-
Central America. .. Three,-Centervilleplant going.
hundred Centerville garment If the closing were found to
workers are out of jobs in a, be unavoidable, John Doe's
town • that cannot possibly.- -former Centereille employees
absorb them in-similar jobs. would get income main-
John C. Wise, associated
with the M. L. Smith, CLU
General Agency of the Nor-
thwestern Mutual Life,
Milwaukee, has been an;
pointed to head the Paducah
District Agency. •
Wise succeeds Joseph C.
Dudley, CLU, ,who will con-
tatne to serve his clients as
Agent Emeritus. John C. Wise
will assume the responsibility
for Sales and Service for 13
counties in -K-entucky and
Massac County in MiTIOLS.
Wise joined NML while
attending Murray State
University in an Interrisha
program. Upon grgduation, he
associated with NML in a
Special Agent capacity and
has directed the College
Internship program ''at'
Murray since June 1, 1976.
BANNER SALES - Ford dealers have all-new Mustang
and full-sized LTD models for 1979 and are predicting
record new-model car and truck sales for the months
ahead, according to Walter S. Walla, Ford Motor Com-
pany vice president and Ford Division general manager.
• The division expects to sell approximately two million
cars and 1.4 million trucks during the 1979 model year,
including 340,000 Mustangs and 300,000 LTD's. The
redesigned and re-engineered 1979 LTD (background)
has more headroonkieg room And shoulder room than
• last year's model, and Ford's new breed" of Mustang
r_offers a variety of body styles and performance features
including a 2.3-liter turbocharged engine that is standard
on the Mustang Cobra shown here.
••••••••••••••••••••
•• THE BUSINESS- MAN'S•••••
••
tenance payments, Coll-
- tthilation of pension arid health
benefits, job placement and
-retraining benefits,
emergency mortgage or rent
payments and other aid. If
they had to leave Centerville
to find work, they also would
get relocation allowances. •
The community of Cen-
terville itself also would be
eligible for financial aid if the
area unemployment rate rose
above eight percent.
federal. funds 
would go either to the cam--
"pany or to Centerville and its
residents who are left jobless.
"Generally, we think it's a
-bad -said Philip A.
Thompson, executive vice
president of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
But the state chamber is not
yet prepared to take an
Professionally, John has
received the National Quality
Award, the National Sales
Achievement Award and he is
a qualified member of the 1978
Million Dollar Round Table.
Numerous company honors
have been earned by Mr.
Wise.
•-lie and his wife, Jenna, with
theis tvio daughters, reside at
426 Oakcrest in Paducah.
Sobial Security
Being Studied
There are four separate commis-
sions or study groups examining
olikni3 -affecting Social Security
in the U.S.. reports the American
ColOneil Of Life TnAirarice7
The National Commission on
Social Security, authorized Under
legislation last year, will study the
fiscal status of the Old Age, Sur-
vivors, Disability and Health
Insurance Teust Funds and report
its findings to Congress in two
years, says the Council.
The quadrennial Advisory
Council on Social Security is also
authorized to review the statusof
_-Social Security  ..irest  rands and
submit as report to the Secretary of
-1Health, Education and Welfare by
pctober 1, 1979. .
An additional study authorized
in 1977 will evaluate the integration
of Social Security and the Federal
civil service retirement systems
,.and the coverage of state and local
employees.
Finally, the Carter Administra-
tionhas,proposed the establishment
of 6 .Cortinsission on Retirement
-- ',obey to provide a comprehensive
analysis of the retirement and dis-
ability structure of the U.S.. for the
next 60 years and the financial abil-
ity of existing public and private
retirement systems to-meet those
needs, the Council says.
•••••••••••
FRIEND
FOR ALL YOUR OFFICE NEEDS!








aggressive stand on the issue -their actions In Pursuit of
- pending Further study he sa1117 private profit, government
should see to it that cor-
Orations "ad
t, 




in Congress five years ago by -
Rep. John Dent (D-Pa. ), and •,
by then-Sen. Walter Mondale
( D-Minn. )
+++
Kentucky Stocks On The
hearing before the U.S. House Move Last Week: General
Subcommittee_ _on_ Labor market directian was
Standards. They include the „downward. Leading gainers-
United Auto Workers, Inter- Lincoln Income Life (OTC),10__
national Union of Electrical 18 from 141/2; General Energy
Workers and the Rubber (OTC), to 11 from 1044; : •
Workers. ITAW-Vtee-President
Marc Stepp explained their
philosophical stand:
"Corporations are char-
tered by society, and it is not
unreasonable to expect that in
"We understand that NEPA
Th dead issue for •the
remainder of 1978, but will be
back next yea!' with more
force behind its At that time,
we'll probably be ready to
make a firmer stand as well,"
Thompson added.
Several labor unions 'ex-
pressed support for the
proposed legislation in . a
-Ketitucky-CentraT Life, to 14%
from 13%. Largest declines --
Humana (NYSE), to 35% from
3 11,8 ;,(•-;•kinitiLl,g Gas &
Electrie (NYSE), to 72% from
23t;'
 Pat Hopkins, left, and Mickey Gottfried, right, spot for safety as Nancy illi47-174-peac-
tices on the balance beam. Mrs. Gottfried, and Mrs.' Hopkins- are both instructors at the
new gymnastic classes being held at the Murray Tennis Center. The classes feature all
phases of gymnastics and are available to the public.
Recently Bob Hopkins, Mrs. Hopkins, also a
manager of the Murray nanager at the Murray
Tennis Center me., announced fennis Center, aijs Mrs.
a new facet to the center's riottfired phaies of the
health and recreation nstruction such as super-
facilities__ rising, or spotting, for
The Murry Tennis Center, students safety on equipment.
located on highway 641 North,
• "One feature we are proudhas just started gyMnastic
of is our brand new Nissenclasses for children,. fiom equipment," Hopkins said.ages 5 years 617 years of age.
"The Nissen equipment was
• 
Open to the public the
the official equipment pickedgymnastic classes feature all
phases of gymnastics in- to 
be used in the 1976 Olyrn-
eluding, floor .exercises, P
--ins '"he 'added.
Hopkins stated, "We are.0 tumbling, balance beam,




Instructing -the courses are
Mickey Gottfried, assisted by
Pat Hopkins.
Gottfried,L the wife of,
Murray State Head Football
Coach, Mike Gottfried, has
competed ingymnasiics.at the
high school and collegeate
levels. She has also taught
gymnastics in Ohio, and
between competition arid*
teaching has totaled 11 years
Liagymnastics experience  
Tappan Announces
New Drop-In Ranges
An expanded five-model line
of electric drop-in ranges, -
including three models with
sel/-cleaning oven, has been
introduced by the Tappan
Appliance Division.
The line has been corn-
• pletely re-tooled and re-styled




The line includes starter
Model 33-1038 with porcelain
eaten, 33-1248 with brushed
chrome top and continuous




changes in your spending.
Most retired people haVe'already
purchased expensive things like a
home, auto, boat or second resi-
denCe and many have invested .a
significant amount of their income
in savings, real estate and life
insurance. And after retirefent,
st -their spending for commuting, new
clothes and other, personat itents
. diminishes rapidly. .
-13w-one ot the 'expenses people -
find increasing -as they get older it'
for medical care.
Accordinf. to the American -
Council Of Lift Insurance, medical.
hills for the average person 65 years
molder totaled more than S1.700 in
1977. Even though '72 percent of
these medical expenses was paid by
government or private insurance; it
still left the average older person
with WO tn., bsedical expenses to
nay out of pocket, says the Council
Because of the gap between
governmental health care such as
Medicare and Medicaid and the ex
pentes a.ssociatted.witkhealth care
for the aged,. manTrersonsTake Nit
,sopplenkcntaxy private pqtLIfs.jor
more . int omiation on what' ldok
for in such po/icies, write for the •
....baoklo..,"*haticat.5bould
' About Health Insurance When you
Retire," Single copies an free
from the Health Insurance Instittitr;
IftS0 K Street, N.0.1. „Wasteng-toe .
D.C. 20006.
self-cleaning oven, 33-1468
-with self-cleaning oven and
black glass door.
Top-of-the-line Model. 33-
1678 includes a one-piece -
smooth top, automatic digital
clock, self-cleaning oven and
bleat glass door with Viivalite
window.
The new five-model line
replaces three earlier drop-in
models, and has been styled to
provide a custom built-in look
w -th s
qualified instructor as Mickey
Gottfried, and she and the
Nissen equipment ,are all in
keeping with the tradition of
quality and service to pin-


























, What George wanted to do was cross the Delaware on
Christmas morning. surprise the British. and secure a badly
needed s tcrory .
What he needed was boats. Specially designed boats that
,ould hold fifteen tons of men and artillery. That could
most in either direction. Boats that had a 'draft Of
not more than 20 lathes,
_ Happily. Robert Durham. a new American. had already
designed and built them.
And other new Americans invested their cash to buy them.
And Washington sailed into a victory that turned the
tide oT the Revolution.
Today. millions of Americana can invin- in America and,
come out sotartimicroki. . -
• Just sigwap for the Payroll Savings Plan at Work. That
way, a little is set aside to buy Bonds for you ,
Regularly. Automatic:all .
Buy U.S. Savings Bondttoday. Youll have, smooth,
sailing tomorrow.
Now I Bowl. two 6% laic to.t Oka hc Id to of 5 v.at. 4
I 0.4 •Inkli M dasttond BovelsIn k rt OKA d tatwil au two, witti Wh.a
Hotel% ,.a• 11«a*Ilicd at soar bask Ittctctt t• tot linink.t to aiatC orlocat mow,
asil It& tat tan Say k dchttcd DEW tacapttos.
Three models are available
with black-glass oven &or, so
that inventory problems with
colors are reduced for dealers
and -distributors: Color doors
are available only, on two
'--models in the line (33-1038 and
33-1458i
The new models are all 30
inches wide with chrome trim
at the top and sides to enhance
the built-in appearance in new
or:remodeled kitchens.
8411* NOTES
Age 65 is the traditional
age -for retirement, yet
about a third Of
Americans over 65 live
in poverty. Social
Security benefits, even
when added ta cower*
retirement payments.
by Bill Boyd are often inadequate-.
The time to. plan for your retirement is right 'nolk
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Echoes From The Past Juth %Lupin
(olurtn oLhtstoricatatufgeneatogical
anecdotes. staries"and fantilv netes._,
-ConeludituglIoneWon's
Trip IntoWest Kentucky
, aka at least co honor to these people
On the 26th I of March) they killed a who so early braved not only the perils
very poor buffalo, and on the nth a hat.hheense the great hmehsew af a
lwan' which the Litrist sas was th 
primeval wilderness so remote from
'a-delicious." On the 28 they killed
other buffrdef and an the Isal they
• 
 -AIRY settligiaL
found some edible herbs growing along
• the bottom lands which some of them
called "Shawnee salad." On the 30th
they killed another buffalo, which was
indeed fortunate, for their meal was by
-• now entirely exhausted and without the
fresh meat they would have been in
serious straits.
An occurrence of real importance
to Place on March 31, for on that day,
as the flotilla was slowing making its
way up -the Cumberland, they en-
countered Richard Henderson, who had
been appointed by the state of North
Carolina as its commissioner to survey
the Virginia-Nfirth Carolina line
neither the state of Kentucky or
Tennessee had yet been formed).
Now he reassured the party about its
route, and gave them the welcome
intelligence that he had recently
arranged with the Kentucky set-
tlements (Harrodsbilrg, etc.) to send a
supply of corn to the new settlement on
the Cumberland.
It ihould be of interest to us that this
meeting with Henderson took place
within the boundaries of Trigg County,
for the John Donelson diary, speaking
of March 31, the day on which they
encountered the North Carolina sur-
veyor says: No bread. Progress slow.'
ramped at night neat the mouth ore
little river, at which place and below
there is a handsom bottom of rich land.
Here we found a pair of hand mill
..:-.:stanes set up for grinding. but appeared
not to have been used for a great length
of time."
Twelve days later, the diary men-
tions their reaching the' Red River
(present. site of (larksvillai and since
Little River m Trigg County is the only
river that flowers into the Cumberland
between the Red River and Srnithland,
• --it, -seems -eenclusive that Donelson's
"little river" with its "handsom bottom
of rich land" was indeed the Little
River of Trigg and Christian Counties.
The mention of finding the hand mill
stones set up for grinding is also most
interesting' Since, according to in-
formation kindly furnished me by Mr.
( Arthur) Burnett, the settlement of the
• town of Monroe at the mouth of Little
River did not take place until around
• HMI, these mill stones which the
--Donelson party Immo. I there in 1700
could naturally have no connection with
that later settlement. Besides,
Donelson says that the hand mill
"appeared not to have been used for a
• great length of time:" and if we allow 10
years as his "great length of time," it
seems certain that at least some white
people lived in Trigg County long before
the Revolution.
---.• Who they were, what fate befell them
,and many other facts that we should
to know about them can never be
• discovered now, but in our minds we
Washington Today
Dosialdsan Creak - The diary of this
expedition seems to me to furnish a clue
to the origin of a Trigg County place
name that has long puzzled me, and
about which no one could furnish me
any definite information - the name of
Donaldson 'Creek.
The spot where Ore party met Col.
Qe_nderson was undoubtedly near the
__Asiouth of Little River, therefore it was
oink a few miles febm the mouth of
Donaldson Creek. Does it not seem
probable that Col. Henderson, who
probably spent several days after
meeting the party of emigrants sur-
veying the locality, knowing John
Donelson to be a man of character,
substance and of prominence in the
settlement of that section of the
country, decided to give his name to the
creek pear which he was undoubtedly
surveying at that time?
It may be objected that the names are
spelled with a slight difference, but this
argument loses its force when we
consider how very elastic the spelling of
proper names was in the old days. Even
in the legal documents of that time the
same name is often
-different ways within
- lines. Until I receive




On April i24, aim
months after their
expedition, having
Ziterous waters,, including seve
treacherous savages
and weary, at the Big
ville) Where the Foun
spelled several
the space of a few
proof to the con-
ue to believe that
eceived its name
at this time and in
ost exactly two
second start, the
run the gamut of
re -cold, swift and
and the even more
, arrived, gaunt
Salt Lick ( Nash-
d Robertson arid *cerieers are-Dr: Gwendolyn Grossman,-
Looking Back
those members of -their- families who
had gone overland with him, eagerly
awaiting them.
With, practically no exceptions; this
group of people were North Carolinians
or precisely the same type that a few
years later formed the bulk of the
earliest settlers of Trigg County. There
is every reason to suppose that our own
ancestors carried on their -shoulders
precisely the same grave burden of
responsibility in bringing their loved
ones through an ever hostile wilderness
as did these men of the DoneLson ex-
pedition; and it is just as likely that
many of their wives and children'
shared these hardships with them.
This account was written some time
in the 1940's by Charlotte Lawrence
Pulliam. of Trigg County, and gives a
lucid account of the diary kept on this
(as far as can be known) firST
plcration of Western Kentucky
believe it was last summer that a group
of youths from Nashville decided to re-
enact this trip, and stopped briefly at





Question A Doozy '
WASHINGTON (AP) - Arkansas'
Dale Bumpers was explaining 4o a
near-empty Senate chamber and to the
folks back home why he ,opposes ex-
tending the time limit to ratify the
Equal Rights Amendment when he let
fly one heck of an understatement.
"Then," he said, "there is the
question of recision"
Can a state that votes its approval of
a proposed change in the U.S. Con-
stitution later switch gears •and,. before
the required number of states approve
the proposer, rescind its support"!
The yes-or-no answer to the above_
paragraph might turn out to be the
exact opposite of the answer to the next
' -one: r• '
Will 'the ERA, which makes
.-discrimination -based on sex un-
constitutional, become the 27th
. Amendment'
While the Senate Friday gave final
• ongressiona I approval to extending for
19 months a March 22, 1979, deadline for
states to ratify ERA, the "question of
recision" looms as a doozy.
- Four states --- Kentucky, Tennessee,
Idaho and Nebraska - already have
voted to rescind their ERA support,
although Kentucky's vote was vetoed.
If the pro-ERA vote includes those
four states, ratification has been
achieved in 35 of the required 38 states,
but if the recisions are valid the pro-
ERA tally is only 31.
And what happens if during a 39-
month extension some more states
ratify but some more rescind'
It could .be a political "Who's on
, Firit?" routine.
• Congress. this weak. mated dans an
amendment to the ERA extension that
would have told states they were (reek&
-teageenolorial
authorization sure didn't stop Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Iliatio and Nebraska.
It appears, members of Congress on
both ,sides of the ERA debate agree,
that most constitutional scholars
believe that no state constitutionally
may vote to rescind.
The Constitution's Article 5, in laying
down the rules for amending the
nation's supreme law, tells the states
what they have to dojo ratify. It doesn't
mention recision.
Four noted constitutional . schotars
recently suggested, however, that "the
issue is not free from doubt".
Law professors Thornas Emerson of
-Yale, Laurence Tribe of litirvard, Rath
Bader-Ginsburg of Celutnbia and
Norman Dorsen of New York
- University said that while the Carter
administration presents a good case for
Article 5 recognizing only ratification,
they ridded:
The nation's highest court has taken a
couple of whacks at amendment
-ratification issues but has never spoken
directly to the recision question.
It's possible, not probable, the
re• cision issue could become irrelevant
- _ if seven or more states vote
ratification during the 39-rnonth ex-
tension and all other states sit pat
• •
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10 -rears Ago
Murray State University will unveil
Its first official school flag on Oct. 21
duringatitigneation ceremonies for its
fifth president, Dr. Harry Sparks.
Richard Jackson did the design art
work.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Allie
Bailey.
A new chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
was founded at Murray on Sept. 29. The
new chater is called Kenturity Rho and
20 Years*o
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
voted to place the following question on
the November election ballot: "Are you
in favor of a special levy not to exceed
10 cents per $100 assessed valuation of
property subject- to taxation in the
Murray Graded School District for a
period not to exceed two years for the
purpose of building two additional
classrooms at Douglas High School."
This action followed a request by Supt.
W. Z. Carter and the Murray Board of
Education. • , . ' '
Sandra Kay -BedwelI,' junior at
Kirt.. High School, ,and Charles
Wayne Byars, senior at Murray
10 Years Ago
John Davis Fetterman, former news
editor of The Ledger & Times and
graduate of Murray State College, has
been appointed as a graduate assistant
in the journalism department of Ohio
University for the coming year.
Deaths reported include Mrs. R, ft
Lassiter age 78.
Miss Rubie Smith spoke On "A
Specialist Helps You Select Books For
Your Children" at the meeting of the
Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Association.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland were
44) Years Ago
More than 100 bales bf cotton, already
have been purchased jrom Calloway
County farmers by the Murray Cotton
Gin, according to Charles P. Currier,
operator.
Elmus Beale has leased his new hotel
now under construction on East Main
Street to E. A. Trovillion, his old
associate and friend.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. R. E. (Myrtle Farmer) Broach,-
age 51, and W. G. Hammond, age 73.
Nearly 3,509 persons- attended the
open house held by the Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph Company at
the new operators' house on North Sixth
Street, Murray, on Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
Mw-ray Mayor. George Hart has
issued a • proclamation declaring the
50 Years Ago
• The Informal opening of the new
National Hotel, located at the corner of
Sixth-and Main Streets, Murray, was
held yesterday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs
W. C. Gray are managers of the hotel
which has 50 rooms with half with baths
and a public bath on eich floor.
Congressman Voris Gregory spoke
Sept. 29 to a large -erowd at the
Calloway County Court House in behalf
of the candidacy of Gov. Alfred E
Smith for president of the United
States.
Deaths reported this week Include
Bud Jones, Mrs. Ida Houston, and Italy
Ford.
• Dr. Jobn Wesley Carr, dean of Muray
State College, who with his wife
recently( returned from a trip atound
the Wand; Orike MThe tliffitlifinfre
Murray Rotary Club. He was in-
(reduced hy Dr. 0. B. Irvin.
The Hazel Communitrnifr-arbe
held on Oct 12 at Havel MO School,
according to M. 0. Wrather, manager.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells will speak at the
••.‘.
Clinton Rowlett, Anne Flood, Martha
Crafton, Beverly Fowler, Charlotte
- Sturm, Virginia Harmeyer, Jane
Raney, and Barletta Wrather.
Births reported include a boy, Robert
Earl, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer on
• OcL 1. •
Billy Hess, member of the Murray
State University football team, has
been named offensive player of the
week by the Ohio Valley Conference.
Traitking School, were crowned as
District Queen and King of the Farm
Bureau at the district meeting held at
Paducah.
Harvey Dixon, Herbert Perry, Lowell
Palmer, and Yandall Wrather attended
the 15th annual convention of the Soil
Conservation Districts at Cumberland
Falls.
Officers of the Murray Training
School Parent-Teacher Association
include John Lassiter and Mrs. Bennie
Sirrunons.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jot Fitch on Oct. 6.
honored at a going away supper held by
the Utopia Club at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. S. V. Foy on Oct. _
Mrs. Jessie Rogers presented the
program at the meeting of the Woman's-
Association of the College Presbyterian
Church held at the home of "Mrs. J. G.
Weihing.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
Date With Judy" starring Wallace
Beery, Jane Powell, Elizabeth Taylor,
'Cart-nem Miranda, Xavier Cugat, and
Robert Stack'
week of Oct. 9-15 as Fire Prevent-A
Week in Murray.
Douglas Shoemaker was auctioneer
for the pie supper held at Macedonia
School. A total of $14.06 was raised by
the supper.
New officers of the Young Business
Men's Club are Hershell Corn, Claude
Miller, Charles Luther Rebertsort. and
W. T. Sledd, Jr.
Marriages announced this week
include Ruth Melugin to George
Williams on Sept. 30.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Farmer.
The Murray High. School Tigers lost
to the Mayfield CarecUnals by the score
of 19 to 0 in a football game here.
Kirksey High School Fair on Oct. 13.
A pie supper will be held Oct.'13 at
Van Cleve schoolhouse with proceeds to
go to the school library.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Clinton 66 to 0 in a football game played
on the Murray field.
Mrs. Kelly Dick, Mrs. Lamar Farley,
Miss Oneida Wear, and Mts. Herbert
Wall presented, the program on Ken
tucky at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray. Woman's
Club held at the home of Mrs. Ronald
Churchill.
Bible Thought
I have looked upon my 0T--
because their cry is come unto me. - I
Serrese:i
The ear of the Lord is always open









Los Angeles, Calif. - Albert Con-
treras collects garbage in the mor-
nings. He collects art in the afternoons,
evenings and weekends.
The garbage man is the owner-.
operator of the Albert Contreras Art
Gallery.
Most art delaers are independently
wealthy. Not Contreras. So he works for ,
the city of Los Angeles as a garbage
collector.
"If I sell enough paintings, I -may
some day be able to devote full time to
art. If not, I may have to work on the
garbage truck the rest of my life," he
said.
Contreras studied art at Los Angeles
City College, Mexico City College and
the University of Madrid He supported
Iiinself for 10 yars in Stockholm as an
aitist. He has a scrapbook full of
clippings and photos of his shows in
Sweden.
There he painted nothing but circles,
more than 500 of. them, circles of all
colors, one circle per canvas.
"But after 10 years of painting cir-
cles, I painted myself into a corner. I
felt I couldn't do anything more with
my art, so I came home, back to Los
Angeles,". he said (L.A. Times)




We bask in the gloms of the
heavenlies -- the billowy clouds and
bright talue akiee-t*bughout the day
'andk the innumerable stars, the bright
_ harvest moon, and other glories at
night. The crisp air makes us breathe
more deeply as we survey God's
splendor. We see -the tranquil blue
lakes, the majesty of the purple
mountains in the distance, the colorful
wildflowers in the meadows, and other
things of beauty. The trees have been
painted into their various hues.
We think of Joyce Kilmer who wrote:
"Poems are made by fools like the; but
only God can make a tree." And we
realize thia _esecially in the glorious
fall- of the YearT The red of the Maple,
Black Gortult„-;--„zad, and Sumac; the
yellow of the- Poplar, Aspen, Sweet
Gum and Maple; the orange and brown
of the Oak and Maple; the purple of the
Sweet Gum; and the evergreens which
stay green throughout the year - all
blend their colors into a beautiful and
breath-taking landscape.
We engage in the many activities of
the Fall of the year which are hickory
or walnut hunting, hiking through the
woods with the leaves crunching under
our feet, fishing on the lake, taking that
last golfing fling, driving through
scenic areas, etc.
When we -see the creations of God in
the glorious fall of the year, we
remember the following passages from
God's book - the Holy Bible which say:
"The heavens declare the glory of God,
and the firmament sheweth His han-
diwork. (Ps. 19:1). "When I consider
Thy heavens, the work of.'Thy fingers,
the moon and the stars, which Thou
hast ordained, What is man that thou
art mindful of him?" (Ps. 8:3) And
Malty, we have the passage: "For the
_Wyisihle things of Him (God) from the
creation of the world are clearly seen
being understood by the things that are
made‘ even His eternal power and
Godhead; so that they are without
excuse." (Rom. 1:20)
Seeing His creations in the glorious
fall of the year, there is no excuse for
not knowing that God exists. And if we
believe that there is a God, should we
not also believe in Jesus Christ and be
saved from our sins? "For God sent not
His Son into the world to condemn the
world (of its sins); but that the. world
(of sinners) through Him (Jesus) might
be saved." (John 3:17) ,nd, "If. we say
that we have no sire we "cliceilie our-
selves and the truth is not In (I John
1:8) Yes, Jesus died for the entire world
of sinners!
And there Is a harvest, too, in the
glorious fall of the year. Mounds of
pumpkins, apples, turnips, decorative
ears of corn, all colors and sizes of
decorative squashes as well as edible
ones, apple cider, sorgum molasses,
and many other things are at the
wayside stands along the roads.
There is a harvest time, too, in God's
plans. Then Jesus said to His disciples,
"The harvest truly is plenteous, but the
labourers are few." (St. Matt. 9 : 37 )
Since salvation comes only from
hearing and reading the Words of the
Bible (Rom. 10:17); see that the Word
of God gets to others in any way that
you can. And finally, pray. "Pray ye
therefore the Lord of the harvest, that
He will send forth labourers into His








'FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
legislative leadership Friday revived a
plan to put a telephone on the desk of
every House and Senate member
during a session as part of a general
renovation of the General Assembly
chambers.
It also held out the possibility of new
electronic voting machines for both
chambers.
House Speaker William Kenton, D-
Lexington, said he believes the phones
will be a reality in the 1980 session.
He said the arrangement, plus
proposed improvements in electronic
and computer capabilities, will make
the 1980 Legislature "the most in-
dependent in history' regardless of
who is the next governor.
Kenton is chairman of a Legislative
Research Commission subcommittee
which met before the regular, I,R('
meeting to discuss how to spend almost
$300,000 available for upgrading the
Senate and House chambers.
He said in an Interview later that the
final plans will be,made known next
month.
A plan to put phones on every
legislator's desk was Tidvanced several
yearsi ago by thenHouse Speaker
Norbert B)uitte.intAtt9„,,thej!..e.fia.,*"....
pa rentl y after adverse Public reaction.
That proposal involved the possible
_expenduare.oi nearly 1100.000.. larselY,
because of heavy installation costs.
The iiificommItteo bKs. niielfig
Indicated that-two-thirds of available
funds would be spent first On a new
system of channels for electric and
telephone wires, presumably paving
the way for other renovations mese
etonornically.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo, com-
mented that he did not want a phone
that would detract from his legislative
duties.
But Renton said an arrangement
could be made to cut off all the phones
during a session, and that the trimline
versions would have lights rather than,
bells when in operation.
On voting, a comparatively old
electronic device is used in the 100
member HOLM while the 38 senators go
through a handmarked roll call.
The 1.RC eoutinely approved the
appointment -of Dr. Hugh Spencer of
Speed Scientific School at the
University of Louisville to the state's
nuclear waste disposal advisory
committee.
It accepted the resignation of Dr.
Ahren Jacobson, a U of L radiologst
who had been critical of the state's
purchase last May of the 250-acre,
Maxey Flats burial site from Nuclear
Engineering' Co. for $1.27 million.
The LAC deferred action until next
,month on a request by Rep. Jim
laMaster, 1)-Lexington, that it fife test
court suits to resolve questions relating
o tliree bills which were hobbled bz
clerical-errors-in the 100 'session.
The measures dealt with quotas in the
.slate's professionalmknols-homook___._.
exemption on property for the elderly
and authliffit tretibitity. -ter—
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We Appreciate Your 13, ,ine$s /i
 Hitt Mom
Buck Law and Walter (Red) Triplett where failing part-
ner§ in the eight annual Shanoia Landing invitational Bass
Tournament, at Poplar Bluff, Mo. Law placed first with a
nine lb. 10 oe. bass, winning $1,200 and Triplett placed
third with an 8 lb. 1 oz. bass-Winning $350.00. The fishing
tournament was held the weekend of September 30.
Jimf Marpin's
The water temperature is
rapidly dropping now and the
fishing ..vtivity has really
picked up. I know many
sportsmen will be deer hun-
ting this month and more
--power to them; but for those of--
you that don't hunt, try some
fall fishing. -,
I believe you can put more
meat in the freezer fishing,
than you can hunting if equal
time is spent on each.
I am sure I would feel dif-
ferently if the seed ticks on the
L.B. L. hadn't been invented.
Anyway, croppie are
moving into channels and
dropoff areas again as fall
progresses triggering that
natural instinct to feed heavily
and !mind as much body fat as
possible.
The Sauger have been
moving into the shallow flats'
again so it is very possible to
take your limit by casting
minnow - like lures. They are
really fiesty too, so don't short
change them. .
The Blueg111 are roaming
the rocky banks in search of
food as always, so, as the
colder temperatures stop the
flying insects, they will be
ready to grab an4thing that
- looks like a bug. My all time
favorite is a black 1-24 oz.
rooster tail spinner. Now is the
time to put some of these
delicious fish in the freezer for
winter.
Fishing Line
The White Bass are still
around and Will put a kink in
your rod if you can get into a
school of them.
They didn't ever school and
feed in the famous "jumps"
- because of the scarcity of The
threadfin shad. As you recall
we discussed this before and
found this to be true in many
states as well. Maybe this
winter we will get a break and
have some warmer weather.
I haven't talked with anyone
that fishes for catfish but I
would guess that shad would
be the best to use if you fish a,
trotline over the weekend.
Remember to take a




An enjoyable day of saltwater boat-
ing is frequently followed by scrub-
bing and hosing to combat marine -
growth. Engine Duelling with fresh-
water is also a common practice of
prudent owners. Now some inge-
nious MerCruiser stern . drive
boaters halt dirty boat bottom
--problems by usingsboat birth. -T his
is simply large plastic enclosure
that compldely encompasses a
berthed hull. The boat enters the
bath, is moored, and then a draw-
string is fastened to form the bath.
Chemicals poured into, the enclo-
sure neutralize the salt, kill algae
and render the seawater harmless
I am sure that moat duck
--Inuatiara _ ars._ vny, -busy
preparing for the upcoming
duck hunting season; but I
hope you will take the time to
attend the next. meeting of the
local chapter.
The next meeting of the
Murray Calloway County
Chapter .of Ducks Unlimited,
will- 
i
d_otiniek.thTuueunets: day, Oct. 178ranekat 7::
of the Bank of Murray. A great
shown' entitled, "Return to
Duck Country." So please take
time out of your busy schedule
and attend this meeting.
Volt know how - much you
love to go duck hunting, and
you certainly would not miss;
opening morning, so take an
active part in an organization
that is trying to save the very
animal that you love to hunt. I
say this especially to the
young hunters that read this
article. If the duck populations
decline in the next 30 years as
they have in the previous 30
years, you will not have duck
hunting as you know it today.
Mainly through the efforts of
Ducks Unlimited, the duck
population has_ somewhat -
stabilized in the last f6w
years, although, some species
•such as the Canvasback have
really taken a beating; not
from hunt-mg pressure, but the
loss of nesting grounds. I do
want to say that it has been
proven that hunting pressure
by sportsmen has little effect
or none at all on the continuing
duck population.
Ducks muaL have a pure to
live just as we do, and Ducks
Unlimited try to provide
marshlands in Canada where_
ducks can live and produce
baby% ducks so that duck
hunters in Calloway County
will have ducks to hunt.
I hope I have convinced you
to do more than just buy a
ticket to the Ducks Unlimited
Banquet. Support the local
chapter by taking an _active
part_
For those of you who haven't
heard, the Ducks Unlimited
banquet will be held at the •
Murray Calloway County
Jaycee Center on Thursday,
Nov. 16 at 6:00 p.m.
Several people have asked
"Back yonder in the good
weekend. I have heard reports
_that they..have 
old days..."; how many times
been 03$141,1e-r-- -have -you heard -that phrase--
Me what the upcoming -Midi
.10.0,11 will be lkt!icre.in
Western Kentucky. Of course
that's hard,to say for sure, but
according to the Duckological
Report, this season should be
at least as good as last season.
Some biologists are predicting
considerable More ducks for
this area. The over-all duck
, broods were, up in most
Canadian provinces; So I think
we can look for a little better
duck hunting  season and a_
great goose season.
want to congratulate Ricky
Vaughn of Franklin. For
those of you who did hot attend-
-- National Hunting and Fishing
, Day at LBL, Ricky won the
Kentucky State Duck calling
championship. The entire
program was very enjoyable.
I hope more area duck hunters
try out their calls next year. It
was .worth the trip to LBL to
hear and meet Mike
McLemore, the current World
Champion, Duck Caller.
The geese are already on the
move south. Terry Yarbrough
amok.
Judy Driskill and Dawn Kemp, TVA Land Between The Lakes staff members, discuss shooting plans for the Com-
mittee for the Great Outdoors fall photo session with Col. L B. Harper, Group Travel Coordinator, Division of
Travel, Kentucky Department of Public Information, and Karen Cissell, Executive Secretary of Kentucky's Western
Waterland, Inc. The Committee is composed of 11 outdoor manufacturers from around the nation. While in the LBL
area they shot more than 1,000 promotional photographs. (TVA Photo by Darryl Armstrong)
and I saw several bunches on By Ramp Brooks Jr.
Kentucky Lake this past
a houithree weeks. mentioned? Well, today we





under 25 horsepower are classified
in the fishing motor category' and
have convenience and compactness '
easily controlled with a tiller
ps wr oe p et Tear c 
hub 
u bd vu et sc h a tfot aavnoglide dadarn-_ mieeyTpesfnirsyteaforurs lawtehreelI purchaseddriveri  _
A genuine early model jeep.
For- , the—staggering,-
_astronomical Sum of two
hundred and twenty-five-
dollars I bought it outright.
That was back when a dollar
bill would buy at least twenty
cold Coca Cola's at the corner
grocery. Ask Marvin Harris
about it.
The Seep was a mere for-
tynine thousand miles used. It
had about that many cracks in
the windshield. The top of-
fered about as much
protection from the elements
as a screen door. The paint job
glistened like a molded burlap
sack, and the motor had a
curious little clicking noise
that might be a loose rod.
Fortunately I didn't know
what a rod was at the time.
The front axle went click
clack every time it turned left,
-and the steering wheel turned
real easy for the first round
and a half. After that it
engaged the front wheels and
got a bit stiffer. The seats
were stinky old, canvass
upholstery over scrap iron.
And there was a dent or two in
evidence. Plus a little rust.
Make no _mistake. Grayson
McClure couldn't-have traded
me out of it with a brand new
Chrysler Imperial.
The ICasey FF4—hoys
picked it up on the-way home
cause we nave neen astcea 
from the State Fair in a cattle
a
to by some of the readers of 
truck and it ha a certain
aroma about it. Not exactly
this column. We do remember
the new smell you understand.
them. Way back in 'forty The first little touch of
seven we were a wee lad customizing occurred shortly
riding around with lather in
one of - thost brand new
after I got it home. Utilizing
,some_ of that genuine store
Civilian model jeeps that was bought Coop fence paint, it got
just the thing for the farmer.
a name inscribed on the front
It, 
mu° like its 
military
 bumper in rather uncertain
cousins.ef just a few years letters. "Ferdinand." Named
for itself by the virtue of the 
after the mythical bull of
course. -Richard Jackson out
et Wheeling
before, rapidly made a name
fact it could- go nearly
anywhere, and be adapted. to
do nearly anything. As Jerry
Clowers might-say, I sort of
built ruiM in. They're lightweight, come upon a' craving for a
greatest hope for me was that
handle. and 'include features like
age on rocky or weedy bottoms. But .
the lads in Mercury' outboards' fish-
ing department are quick- TO point
OUt that motors uri to 200 horse-
power are uted-ify
particularly those who go far off-
shore seeking trophy gamefish.
Seems that every outboard 'is capa-
ble of being a "fishing motor." It all
depends upon the .whims and de-
sires of the operator, whose only
goal is to be where the fish are.
NICE BUCK—Tim Falwell of Route, 2, Murray, bagged this nice buck in a Tennessee ,
hunt Oct. 3. Falwell, shown here, shot the five pointer with a compound bow from a
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On what was then a cow
pasture complete with gullies,
and what is now part cot-the
Murray Country Club golf
course, Ferdinand suffered a
malfunction.- Chad Turnbow,
cousins Julia and Charles
Turnbow, Sandra Parks, and
yours truly were pioneering
the art of four wheeling. We
observed that you cannot
descend a slope at forty miles
per hour and turn around
before reaching the bottom
unless the speed is reduced.
Ferdinand rolled over two or
three times to prove it. And
continued to run though laying
on its side. Fortunately ali of





parked. I was entered back
into the mainstream of life one
step at a time, literally. Oh
how many days did I walk.
Wondering if I would ever be
allowed to drive a four-wheel
drive again. There have been
over a quarter of a million
miles In four wheel drive rigs
between then and now big I
remember it well. Most
especially it seems when
doing down hills:—
Have yourself a nice week
and HAPPY_ FOUR -
WHEELING.,
J llllllllllll 11111111U4Ut11111t41 
Cain's AMC JeepI might take some other
there at the Training School
did his best but he never did
think I had much possibility as
a professionalartist. Hi
subject the next year.
Ferdinand got along quite
nicely for awhile. Carpeting
was installed. Some of that E
green noodle looking stuff that
suffered a few acid burns and I
one spot of molasses. A t
genuine Stokes Tractor 8ri
Implement steering knob was E
attached toiaid in getting from:::
one side of the free play to the
other while trying to steer the
rig, A junk forty nine Nash
radio went into the dash, the
operation being performed
with two cold chisels, a ball '
peen hammer, and a chopping
ax. It was just an ax af-
terward. The prize money
uncame in from the co nty' fair
and Ferdinand started
sporting one of those white
furry hairpieces surrounding
the rear view mirror. Straight
from J.C. Whitney of course.
And one of those shiny smooth
feeling chrome gear shift
knobs that made it jump out of
two gears instead Of just one.
It was looking tough I tell
you. John- Darnell and I even
double dated in it one night out
to the drive-in. The two young
_ladies_ are probably -still in
trauma from V% experience
and I shall not risk a scandal
by publicizing their names.
T..- W Hft HU
HOOKS Tires. Wheels And Accessories.
and
Kooks Wheel Alignment —
Specializing in seray,i_cine sires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Serection of 4-Wheeling Tires








Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
• Sunday 1-6
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting 'Equipment
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Reed's 148 Yards Help 6-0 Decision Over Trigg
4' Kevin Vaughn (11) watches teammate Wayne Jackson (69) bring down Trigg County runner Per-
nell Boyd in last night 6-0 Murray High Victory. Assisting is David Stephenson (75). Vaughn and
Stephenson also added fumble recoveries.
Pliotos by Kevin Penick
Prep Football Mbar]
Saint X, Meade, Con bin Win
By The Assielated Press
Louisville St. -Xavier.
vanked second in Jefferson
county AAAA, saw a 14-point
lead shrink to 4 in the third
period before. Mike Paslick
gapped a 75-yard drive with a
r-quarter insurance scorea 20-10 victory . over in-
vading Lexington Bryan
§tation.
St. X went ahead 14-0 before
Etryan Station scored m the
second period on a one-yard
plunge by Gerald Baker, and
ieff Black booted a 42-yard
field goal in the third quarter.
s.• St. X quarterback Kevin
Wallace, on the bench because
if a recent bout with the flu,
IPtered the game in the fourth
Illenod to engineer the drive
tat ensured the win.
Paslicli scored all three --St.
*touchdowns, on runs of 52,16
*id two yards.'
!.4Most schools that, gained
Sowling
Standings
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spots in the Associated Press.
poll were victorious except in
Class AAA, where the
highranked teams became,
targets for upsets.
No. 1 Newport Catholic was
shut out 7-0 by Erlanger_
Lloyd, No. 2 Fort Thomas
Highlands fell 6-0 to Newport,..
and No. 3 Russell was
defeated 21-3 by Huntington,
W.Va.
Greenup County, ranked No.
1 in State AAAA, prevailed as
Brian Salzbury ran 87 yards
for one touchdown and 13




Class - AA, rolled over
Hopkinsville 41-6. ,
Paintsville, No. lin Class A,
shut out Johnson. Central 35-0
Thursday night.
Trinity, No. I in Jefferson
County AAAA, plays
Lexington Lafayette tonight.
Madisonville edged No. 3
Somerset 26-22 in a Class AA
game for the only other upset
of a ranked team.
In other action involving
ranked teams:
-Jefferson County AAAA:
Paul Calhoun and James
Miles scored for No. 3 Bishop
David in a 14-6 victory over
Oaviess County; No. 4 Ballard
defeated Fern Creek 26-12 and
No. 5 Butler beaLMoore 12-6:
—
By TONY WILSON had a second pass picked off to
Sports Editor end the threat. .
CADIZ... Ky. - Flenalties The first half _ended
_helped kill two Murray scoreless, and the fans, who
scoring threats in the first half were evenly divided for
atternpt, but Nick Swift's kick
was far wide right, anyway.
"I thought about going for
two points," said Hine. "But!
knew if we failed, they would
but Rollins' last-ditch attempt
to score on a sweep at the horn
fell she-.
, Reed led all rushers with 148
yards on 26 carries, his best
againsts Trigg CountrAast-.-:--mirjavarbil -Trigg, seemed -wive- ass.", as far -.as a performanee statistically of
night, so it was only just that More excited about the decision went. This way, if we
the penalty should play a big shotgun being raffled away at
part in the game's only touch- halftime than'the garnet- 
had made the kick, they would
have had to decide on a tie or
down, giving the Tigers a 6-0 The third-quarter didn't lift go for the win after scoring a
victory over the Wildcats. touchdown."
Thomas Kendall rambled 
up aitnydisififroirtsTforriggMurrooatyearnss. ,Thbuet
AS it was, he didn't . even
the middle from 10, yards out Wildcats opened the period have to worry about Trigg
with 3:09 left in the fourth .
quarter for the winning score receiving the kickoff, and. • The Wildcata took the
. . from their own 29 after getting a chance to score.
to cap .a lefigt"khe-fie lnarched ii - Murray 6. kiekoff following the Murray
. drive. The Trigg penaltbs .That drive was aided by still score and began its series at
didn't hurl any, either 
A facemask call put Murray 
-alletherthe Tige-fae-ealar•"11-ars, gaj11617tRIS:p05 Reit' Buyti piekethup----
short yardage and fumbledon the Wildcat 40, and after Bo On first and goal from there, when tackled. Kevin VaughnReed erupted for a 21-yard , Carl Boyd fumbled, and recovered for the Tigers, and
gain to the Trigg 13, another Murray's  David Stephenson- it was essentially a over. 
facemask call put the ballorr smothered the balito enoiThe The Tigers managed to
_the 6. Reed lost four-yards on a
sweep before Kendall's
heroics.
Murray reached the Trigg
32-yard line late in the first
quarter, but on the first play
from there, the Tigers were
whistled for offsides. After a
Rich Rollins incomplete pass,
Murray was backed up 15
more yards to midfield for
holding, where Rollins' pass
was picked off. •
Early in the second quarter,
Kendall's 11-yard run gave the
, Tigers a first _down_ at the
Trigg fri, bill again it- !its -
Murray offsides on the next
play. Two downs later, Rollins
only genuine Trigg scoring
opportunity of the night.
Rollins was intercepted a
third time midway through
the third quarter - this time
by safety Bill White - at
midfield, but the Tigers got
the ball right back when Bo
Reed snared Trigg County's
Mark - Emery's nag-sing at-
tempt deep in Murray
territory.
Nine plays later, Kendall
scored for the. winning
margin. Murray Coach John
HMS-OEM.61 to try the 'extra
point rather than risk failure
on a two-point conversion
Prep Football Scores
' Fiblnyis Gaines
Anderson Co 22 East Hardin
- -State A AAA-4-- No.- -2 -
Bowling Green shut out.,
Paducah Tilghman 14-0, No. 3
Lexington Henry Clay downed..,.
Harrison County 24-0, No. 4.
Christian County was a 25-20 •
victor over Owensboro
Catholic and No. 5 Henderson
County defeated Owensboro
22-7. ,
-State AAA: No. 4 Meade
County rolled up 414 yards
rushing, including 143 yards
and two touchdowns by
halfback Williams Valentine,
to crush LaRue County 51-12,
and No. 5 Danville romped
over North Hardin-36-7. --
-State AA: Halfback Steve
Bird ran for 130 yards in 12
carries and Roy Taylor ran for
touchdowns of six and 11 yards
as No. 2 Corbin defeated'
Everts 19-6; No. 4 Heath
blasted Lone Oak 4170, and No.
5 Glasgow, with touchdowns
by Ricky Wood and Larry
Hayes, blanked Warren East
14-0.
-State A: No 2 Hancock
County. romped to a 47-6
victory over Crittenden
County; Junior fullback John
Warford powered to 223 yards
in 18' carries and scored two
touchdowns as No. 4 Rich-
mond Madison downed Berea
33-12, • and No. 5 Raceland
defeated.. Wheelwright 19-0.
No. 3 BeechwOod was a 12-2







Barren Co 47 Hart Co 0 -




Boone County 46 Covington
Holmes 7
Bowling Green 14 Pad
Tilghman 0 • -
Boyd.. Co 2.1 Barboursville
W.Va. ) 7
Boyle Co 16 Frankfort 14
— Breathitt Co 28 Wititesburg
Caldwell Co 31 Todd Co
Central 7
Cawood 36 Cumberland 0
Christian Co 25 Owensboro
C,ath 20
Corbin 19 Everts 6
Covington Catholic 19 Dixie
Heights 6
- Elkhorn City 26 Virgie 24
Erlanger Lloyd 7 Newport
Cathoic 0
-Estill 14 Wayne Co 8
Fleming-Neon, 28 Johns_
Creek 6




Fulton City ,55 Gleason
(Tenn. ) 24
Garrard Co 28 Harrodsburg
26 13 OT)
Glasgow 14 Warren East 0
Grayson Co 25 Breckinridge
Co 7
• Greenup Co 30 Portsmouth
(Ohio ) 6
',Hancock Co 47 Crittenden'
Co 6
Hazard 53 Jenkins 6
Heath 41 L,oneOak 0







Jeffersontown 27. L-ou _
Eastern 14
Jessamine Co 14 Bourbon Co
advance to Trigg's five-yard
line with seconds remaining,
Ky School for Deaf 20
Gamaliel 0'
Leslie 0,11 M.C. Napier 8
Lewis C4) 91 13ath Co 8
Lox Tates Creek 27 Mid-
dlesboro 14
Lincoln Co 18 Knox Central 6
Log - Atherton 14 Bullitt
Central 6-
Lou Ballard 26 Fern Creek
13 '
Lou Beth Haven 16 Carroll
Co 8 •
Lou Bishop David 14
Daviess Co 6
Lou Butler 12 Lou Moore 6
Lou Central 19 Lou Shawnee
0
• Lou DeSales 14 Westport 2
-Lou Durrett 34 Lou Manual 0
Lou Iroquois 16 Thomas
Jefferson 12
Lou Pleasure 'Ridge Park 58
Lou Male 8
Lou Seneca 23 Waggener 7
Lou Southern 25 Lou Valley
12
Lou Stuart 18 Lou Western
14
Lou St Xavier 20 , Bryan •
Station 10 .
Lynch 40 Williamsburg 34
Lynn Camp 24 Clinton Co 6
Madisonville 26 Somerset 22
Marion Co 27 Nelson Co 18
Marshall Co 21 Ballard
Memorial 0
Mayfield 41 Hopkinsville 6
Meade Co 51 LaRue Co 12
Murray 6 Trigg Co 0
• Newport 6, Fort Thomas
Highlands 0
Nicholas CO,19 Ptiris 14
Phelps 46 Betsy Layne 16.
Pikeville 35 Morgan Co 6
the year. He picked up 102
against Reidiand on opening
day.
The victory lifted Murray
out of the cellar in Div ison IAA
standings with a 1-3 district
- and 2-4 overall mark. _Trigg
County taok-over .tha_t spa,
falling to 04 iutd 14.
It's been jinni-AO:1kb,
and We're just glad to get out
of here -wtth a victory7 sajd-
Hina. !Anytime 'time we beat
Trigg, the score really doesn't
matter, as long as we win."
That dry spell, to be exact,
spanned a month. Murray
opened its season by ihipping
Reidland 16-0, but had since
dropped four, straight, in-
cluding three to district rivals
Ma'yfield, Heath and Caldwell.
The Tigers have an open
date Friday. They travel to
Hopkinsville. Oct. 20; host
Paducah Tilghman Oct. 27 and





First Du a ns 13 13
•Hushes.) ards 48-195 32-124
Passing Yards 33 34
-Passes '2-6-3 3-10-1
Punts-avg 3-34.0 2-325
Punt ret-yards 0-0 . 1-5
Kickoffret..-yarth 04_   1-24
Penalties-yards HO  .  .8-s2
Furnbles-lost 6-0' 4-3
isa6114•1 
Itiiiling -1kr . , -1710211115
Kendall, 9-25; Nick Swift, 5-12; Rich
Rollins, 4-6; Mike Hibbard, 4-4. ,
Paiairi,g 'Rich Rollins, 2-6-3,33 yards.
Receiving - Thomas Xendall, 1-20;
Holum:Roberts, 1-,13.
Faiablerecoveries- Dave Leto, David
Stephenson, Kevin Vaughn.
Punts - yhomasicendail, 3-102-34.0
Now nary swwwi
MUR 'Thomas Kendall, 10 run; kick
failed; 3;09, 4th. .
Dwight McDowell leaps over a Trigg County gridder"in lost night's 6-0 Murray High victory. The




Plenty of fat: Tough hide. Fur coat. Snug
den. -A big sleep: The bear is equipped to save
energy this ,winter.. Are you? Insulate your




























































































Nick Swift (34) sidesteps • Trigg County defender as thb Wildcats Hoeston Baker and Murray's Alan Warner (43) rush to thioe` -
tiott. Ate ;Iwo itoroelotoki fWgiiii for .6-0 victory.
,
Monks by Kevin Penick

































3dal1, 10 run; kick
victory. The
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Martin-Westview
s C
If UT-Martin has the same
success against Murray State
today as Martin-Westview did
against the Calloway County
junior varsity squad last
night, the Racers will be in for
a long evening.
The .Chargers, •like. UTM
-from Martin, Tenn., blitzed
the Lakers 28-0 at Roy Stewart
Stadium. The game was
almost decided after the first
half, in which West view led 14-
Oat intermission.
Westview scored twice in
the second quarter on passes
of eight and 12 yards. It added
_e.t. two more scores in the second
half on a three-yard run and




statistically, running up 126
yards rushing and 88 passing
on seven of 11 attempts.
Calloway WOO held to 40 on the
ground and five _ineomplete
passes.
John Canady, a running
back and defensive iltlifhoek, _
-Injured his left knee and may
be out for the year. He exited
in the third quarter with 15
yards rushing and four tackles
and an assist on defense.
Don Hargrove, a freshman
noseguard, added four tackles
and two quarterlIck sacks.
Calloway, now 14, travels to
Reidland Monday for its third




Foot Davos 5 11
Ronawoyardo ' 29-40 ' 36421
141.16.441"L - 
0 -11
Paeans 0-6-1 . 7-11-1
Puntsoiro '4-29.0 2-27.5
Punt ret.-yards 1.0 0-0
Kickoff-ret-yerds- 4-34
Penalties-yards 6-65 6-75
Fumbles-loo 2-2 -, 4-2
fainpon wsooto
Rushing—John Canady. 6-15; Shane
Morton 6.12, Mickel/ Butterworth. 3-10;
Ricky Barrow, 4-12; Roy Williams, 2-1,
Brad Bry an, 4- 4; inn McAlister, I- -11.
Passing - Brad Bryan, 0-5-1 .
Punt returns - Canady, 1-0.
Kickoff returns - Barrow, 2-11; Mor-
ton, 2-13:
Tacidea and assists- Camay; 4-1;
Richard 'roma, 4-2: Don Hargrove, 4-2.
- Murray High's Bo Reeticomes down with the ball after intercepting a Trigg County pass. The
pickoff began the drive that evenutally provided the game's only touchdown in the Tigers' 6-0
victory. Reed also rushed for 148 yards on offense.
Photos by Kevin Penick
Gruff Munson Was Grinning,
Brett, Frowning In NY Win
NEW YORK JAP).---Gruff
Thurman Munson was grin-
ning. Friendly George Brett
wall frowning: This was one
time you certainly--could tell
tile winning and losing players
Without a scorecard.
: Munson socked a titanic
tworun homer off loser Doug
Bird in the eighth inning to
rally the New York Yankees to
6-5 decision over the Kansas
City Royals, despite 13rett's
recordbreaking three con-
secutive homers.
:The victory gave the
Yankees a 2-1 lead in the best-
of-5 American League
Championship series, moving
New York to within one game
of its third straight World
St ries. The Yankee triumph
also moved the bridesmaid
Royals one loss away from
their third straight postseason
ejimination by the World
Champion Yankees.
. With the .amazing Ron
Guidry, 25-3, set to pitch
tonight,. Yankee Manager Bob
Lemon had every rea,son to
smile.. and he didn't sing a
sang.
"I've got the best pitcher in
baseball going," said Lemon.
"Who could ask for anything
more? Hey, that would make a
_hell of a song."
Dennis Leonard, 21-17, the
first-game loser, takes the
Royals' sesason in his hands
tonight.
"I'm not afraid of Guidry,"
said Leonard. "We're not dead
until they beat us for the third.
time. We'll give it a battle."
Friday's game was a
fullscale war,_with Brett firing
most of the shots for Katilfas
City and Munson and Reggie
Jackson counter-attacking for
the Yankees. ;-•
Brett became the first
player to hit three straight
homers in league cham-
pionship series competition,
connecting off Catfish Hunter
In the first, third and fifth
Innings.
"In the beiscore, this game
is going to show up the moot."
said Brett. -It's something I'll
never forget. I'd just rather
we'd have won."
Jackson matched Brett's _
first homer with a solo shot off
starter Paul Splittorff in the
second, then knocked in
Munson who had tripled, with
an RBI single in the fourth.
Jackson hesitated on Lou
Piniella's ensuing single and
Piniella, unable to stretch his
hit into a double, was trapped
off first. Only shortstop Fred
Patek's throw sailed into the
stands, allowing Jackson to
score for a 3-2 lead.
Brett's third homer tied the
„game, but Jackson countered
with a sacrifice fly in the sixth
„ for his 50th career RBI in the
_pdayoffa,  A. championship
„aeries record. '
Darrell Porter's run-scoring
single and Al Cowens' RBI
grounder in the eighth gave
Kansas City a 5-4 lead until
Munson, homerless in his
previous 54 games stung Bird
for a 450-foot blast over the
left-field fence. Relief ace
Rich Gossage, who relieved
Hunter at the start of the
seventh, got the win, -retiring




You'd think the prospect of
getting Terry Bradshaw out of
Pittsburgh's lineup would
thrill some people. But it
doesn't seem to matter to
Mike Kruczek 'whether- he
starts or rides the bench
against Atlanta.
And it doesn't seem to
matter to Coach Leeman
Bennett Of the Falcons, ener.
"I like being here and the
important thing is we're
winning. I'm not one ,to
complain about anything,"
Pittsburgh's Kruczek said
after finding out that a bruised
knee suffered a week agtrin
New York won't keep Brad-
shaw out of ,the lineup this
Sunday.
'11 figure he'll- play. He's
COMO back from iniuries like
this. He plays with a lot of pain
and is used. to it," Kruczek
added. • •
Also Sunday it's Denver at
San Diego, Baltimore at St.
Louis, Buffalo at the New
York Jets, Philadelphia at
New England, Washington at
Detroit, -,chicago at Green
Bay, Cleveland at New
°Hearn: the New York Giants
REMEMBER US!






at Dallas, Tampa Bay at
Kansas City, Houston at
Oakland, Minnesota at Seattle
and San Francisco at Los
Angeles. On Monday night it's
Cincinnati at Miami. .
Pittsburgh and Atlanta have
met four times in the regular
season, the Steelers winning
three. The last game that
counted was in 1974. This year,
though, they., met in the
preseason. Bradshaw, with a
broken nose, missed the
game, so Kruczek engineered
the Steelers' 13-7 -rtetory by
throwing a 35-yard touchdown
pass to Lynn Swann.
That prompted Bennett to
observe: -1 don't think Pit-
tsburgh changes that much
regardless of who is at
quarterback. We weren't -able
to stop either one before." -- -
Nobody's beee able to stop
the Steelers this year. They've
won'their first five games, the
best start ever in their 46-year
history, and lead Cleveldhd
and Houston by two games in
the American Conference's
Central Division.
Cincinnati, the fourth team
in the division, is still looking
for victpry No.!. Last week the •
incentiit to get it was
provided. by the return of
starting quarterback Ken
Anderson. But be was erratic
against San Francisco and the
previously *less 49ers came
out on top-28--12. This week the
incentive is the appearance of
a new head coach. Homer
Rice, a college coach from
• 1962' to 1977 and an assistant
lualer_BILIgheauttio-the.first._
five games, took over earlier
—this. week when Johnson
resigned,
Lull Before The Stgrm
The Martin-Westview line prepares to meet the Calloway County offense during last night's
junior varsity contest at Roy Stewart Stadium. The Chargers hiastetiluslakara•Leisserao-voioaaws
Tffament To Glamor 
Bowa And Luzinski
Lead Phils To Win  
LOS ANGELES (AP) - the distance with an eight-
Shortstop Larry Bowa and hitter, striking out eight and
Outfielder Greg Luzinski tried walk,ing only two, but the left-
to - put the Philadelphia hander socksd a three-run
Phillies' position in the best- homer . and a run-scoring
of-five • batienal 1,eagoe single to help him win his first
playoffs in proper per- post-season game. He had
spective. been 0-2 in playoff games and
"i .feej. better than I did 0-1 in World Series play.
yesterday (Thursdayt," said , The Mlles jumped to a 4-0
Bowa after the Phillies beat lead in the second against Don
*ngeles-94-Friday-aight,  guY--who-has-the
„The victory kept Philadelphia reverse reputation of Carlton.
alive-after the -Dodgers won Sutton has been referred to as
the first two games. the pitcher who always wins
"Our backs are still ageinst the big one. He was 5-0 in
the wall," .said Bowa, one of Prostseason play, three playoff
the key figures in the Phillies' victories and two in the World
-third consecutive Eastern Series.
oh-'77TN—Thilaes scored their
four runs in the second inning
-on-three hits;. the big-btow a
threerun homer over the 385-
foot sign in right field by
Carlton, a .291 hitter during
the regular season- A. Mike'
Schmidt double, a walk to Tim
McCarver and Ted Sizemore's
run-scoring single -preceded
--Canton's big hit.
The Dodgers didn't quit and,
except for a fan'i_interference
on a double by Bill Russell,
might have tied the score by
the end of three: Carlton gave
up his only two walks in the
second. Russell then doubled
past third, Ron Cey scoring.
Dusty Baker also might have
scored but the fan leaned over
and grabbedthe ball.
Baseball -Still-Grand
NEW orpRK • (AP) --
Forgive us if its sounds corny;
it's still "the grand old game."
The New York Yankees'
dramatic 6-5 victory over the
Kansas' City Royals Friday in
the third game of the
American League playoffs
was a'"-testament to the
everlasting glamor of
baseball. .`
It's the reason the sports'
popularity is on the ascen-
danet.- Instead of the derline,-
with more then 40 million
people pouring into the major
league stands during the
, season.
, The 2-1 go-ahead game -
--Jike The Yankees-Red Sex
showdown last Monday at
Fenway Park - produced all-
the ingredients for high ex-
citement.
It ebbed and flowed, the lead
continually changing, hands.
The umps blew a trio of calls.
The game had its indivdual
heros - the Royals' George
Brett with three home runs
and almost a fourth; the
Yankees' 'Reggie Jackson
continuing his October heroics
with a home run and three
runs batted in, and finally the
Yankees' burly_ Thurman
Munson, pounding a thunder
clap_ run_avec..the 430-
foot mark in canter field in the
eighth inning to decide the
game.
Munson's blast, was
preceeded by an intimate tete-
atete between Jackson and
Munson, the Yankees feuding
Hatfield and McCoy in the
batters circle. Jackson was
jubilant when Munson crossed
home plate.
„ "I'll probably hit into a
double play," said Munson,
who hadn't hit a homer in 55
games dating back to Aug. 8.
"I bet you don't," said
Jackon, encouragingly.
Later Jackson remarked:
"I never saw a longer ball
hit into the stands by a right-
handed hitter." Of his im-
famous fued with Munson he
added!
"I like and admired the
man. What ever happens
outside when we take the field
we are Yankees, we -are
driven by pride."
Of the Yankees-Red Sox
game earlier in the week,
which-saw the-Yankees' itictr-
-the Goose" Gossage set down
Boston's Jim Rice and Carly
Yastrzernski_ with the. tying
and winning run on base in the
ninth, one fiiitorian wrote that
-the -moment should have been
preserved in bronze.
 Almost the same could be
said of Friday's game in
Yankee Stadium. The umpires
apparently blew a call at first
base in the first inning. There
was Mickey -Rivers'
shoestring catch of a double
by Kansas City's Darrell
Porter in the third and an
obvious safe Slide by Loa-,
Piniella into home plate in the
fifth which provoked Al
Rosen of the Yankees to
• t
scream, -We were robbed on
all three plays."
It was a knock-down drag-
out fight all the way - a
stirring battle which brought
this comment from Jackson:
"That Kansas City team is
really underrated. 3Ve get
them down and they keep
bouncing back. They showed
me a lot of guts, they never
quit."
Division champion ip
the advantage still is to the
Los AngeTes13oc?gers.
"They still have two
tomorrows, but we have to win
-another must game. If we.win
the fourth gaine,,then the tide
changes."
And Luzinski, who had a
pair of singles and a home run
in the Phillies' first triumph of
the series, took somewhat the
same outlook. •
"I don't think we can afford
the luxury of thinking of
Sunday (a possible fifth
game)," said Luzinski. "We
lialre- to win tomorrow
(Saturdap first. The Dodgers
are tough. They're not going to
lay down and die."
5teve Carlton not only went
PLA.YING HURT ,
CANTON, 0. (AP) - Lance
Alworth, a new member of the
_Pro Football Hall of Fame, was
perhaps the first superstar of
the old American Football
League. One reason was the
wide receiver's ability to play
while injured.
In 1966, playing for the San
.Diego Chargers, Lance suffered-
-a fractured right hand in a pre-
season game. and then broke
the left wrist a week later.
Keeping the injuries secret, Al-
worth played the first seven
games with both hands heavily
taped and crippled. Yet he
caught 37 passes in that time
for 694 yards and went en to









NOW is one of the best times to
spray under and around your
home, bugs, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for a
place to hibernate-under your
home. Ifs warm, they are out of
the bad weather. this makes a
. perfect homelbt all kinds of in-
-seds. Do net delay, Call today.
to you know - that ter-
mites never sleep. They
work 24 hours a day
year around.
Prevention Is far Cheapter Than Repair
Kelley's termite & Pest Control









itt CL irSf 5•.(40,
MAC,. tr•••••••
• Phone 753-3914
Its time to WARM UP for Fall-Sports
with a WARMUP from Dennison-Hunt





Choose a warmup by White Stag, Court Casual, Adidas, Jelenck-or.
Winning Ways and save during this one-week special. We have
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Reed's 148 Yards 'Help 6-0 Decision Over Trigg -.•
By TONY MIS&
Sports Editor
CADIZ, Ky. — Penalties
-helped kill tWe )ittre/Y
scoring threats in the first alf
against Trigg County. last'
night,. anis oigy justlhat
• --the penalty should play a-big
part in the game's only touch-
down, giving the Tigers a 6-0
'victory over the Wildcats.
Thomas Kendall rambled up<
the middle from 10 yards out
with 1:09 left in the fourth
quarter for the winning score
_ to Rap a length-of-t_he-field
drive. The-, Trigg penalties -
didn't hurt any, either.
A facemask ea-IT-Put Murray-
on the Wildcat 40, and after Bo
Reed erupted for -a 21-yard
gain to the Trigg 13, another
faeereask call-pa-the-ball on -
the 6. Reed lost four yards on a
sweep before Kendall's
heroics.
Murray reached the Trigg,
32-yard line late in the first
quarter, but on the first play
from there, the Tigers were
whistled for offsides1 After a
Rich Rollins inoomplete pass,
Murray was backed up 15
more yards to midfield for
holding, where Rollins' pass
was picked off.
Early in the second quarter,
Kendall's 11-yardrun gave the
Tigers a first down at the
Trigg Z7, but again it was
Murray offsides on the next
play. Two downs later, Rollins
$ llo;kr-Vesgkereitheatctres Wayne Jackson 2-64) belieledevnt Trigg Coontsensiamie Pee-
t eel llarriiiNIF---aght 6-0 hilsoro----#1001ricierf . Assisting iThvii Sfogionsoit (7S). IIMOIW-5-at
• Staphopse_eise addeci hankie evatverlas,
Motes Fevin Penick. Friday's Games
Anderson Co 22 East Hardin
Ashland Fairview 14
Iiaysville-7 -
Barren Co 47 Hart Co 0
Belfry 16, Matewan (W.Va. )-
tit Prep Football, Action -
:IS By The Associated Press
Louisville St. Xavier, ,
ked secdnd in Jefferson
y AAAA,--saw a 14-point--
ad shrink to 4 in the third
period before Mike Paslick
•
e r, Aid
had a second pass picked off to
end thapreat.
The first half ended
scoreless, and, the fans, - who
were evenly divided for
Murerey. and • Trigg, seemed
more excited about the
shotgun being raffled away at
halftime than the game.
The third quarter didn't lift
any spirits for Murrayans, but
it did for Trigg rooters. The
Wildcats opened the period
from their own 29 after
receiving the kickoff, and
marched-pis-
• That drive was aided by still
anotber...facemiisk.call against 
the Tigers.
On first and goal from there,
Carl Boyd fumbled, and
Murray's David Stephenson
eMothered-the bail to end the
only genuine Trigg scoring
opportunity of therirght.
Rollins was intercepted a
third time midway through
the third quarter — this time
by safety Bill White — at
midfield, but the Tigers got-
the ball right back when Bo
Reed snared Trigg County's
Mark Emery's passing at-
temet deep in Murray
'territory.
Nine plays later, Kendall
scored for the winning
margin., Murray Coach John ,
Hiria elected to try the extra
pint-rather than risk-failure
on a two-point conversion
Prep Football Scores
spots in the Associated 15resk —State A AA A : No. 2 Bellevue 6 Campbell County
poll were victorious except ILI *- Bowling Green shut out 0
Class AAA, where the Paducah Tilghman 14-0, NoA- Boone County 46 COvingt.011
highranked -teams' line'Lexiggton Henry Clay downat- —Relines 7
targets for upsets. Harrison County 24-6, No. 4 Bowling Green 14 Pad
Russell 3




Jessamine Co 14,Rourbon Co
0
Ky School for Deaf 20
Gamaliel 0,
Leslie Co 1114.C. Napier 8
Lewis Co 91 ',lath Co 8
- Lex Tales Creek -27 -Mid-
dlesboro 14
No. 1 Newport Catholic watr Christian County was a 25-20 
Tilghman 0 • Lincoln Col8Knox Central 6
a 75-yard drive with a victor over Owensboro Boyd Co. 21 Barboursville Lou Atherton 14.- - Bullitt
• (W.Va.) 7
rter instraoce score shut out 7-0 by Erlanger
Catholic and No. 5 Henderson Central 6 .._a_2640 victory 
over
 an, Lloyd; No. 2 Fort Thomas
. - Highlands fell 6-0 to Newport, County defeated Owensboro 
Boyle Co 16 Frankfort 14 , Lou Ballard 26 Fern Creek -
ifilding Lexington -Bryan Breathitt Co 28-Whitesburg 0 12., ,
and No. 3 .Russell was 22-7'4tation. Caldwell Co 31 Todd Co 'Lou Beth Haven 16 Can -oh
went ahead 14-0 before defeated •• 21-3 by Huntington, 
,
—State AAA: N. 4 Meade Central 7 ' Co 8
bryan Station scored in the VI'Va'. County rolled up 414 yards Cawood 36 Curnberlandil Lou Bishop .Divid 14
gecond period on a one-yard-- Green up County, relied-Nay rushing, including 143 yards Christian CO 25 Owensboro Daviess Co 6 
_.
and two touchdowns by Cath 20 , - Lou Butler 12 Lou Moore 6
halfback Williams Valentine, Corbin 19 Everts 6 , Lou Central 19 Lou Shawnee
to rrush LaRue- County 51-12, Covington Catholic 19 Dixie 0
and No. 5 Danville romped Heights 6 Lou DeSales 14 Westport 2
over North Hardin 36-7. Elkhorn City 26 Viegie 24 Lou Durrett 34 Lou Manual 0
Erlanger LloYd 7 Newport Lou Iroquois 16 ' Thomas
---..State AA: Halfback Steve , Cathoic 0 - Jefferson 12
plunge by Gerald Baker, and.
leg-Neck booted a 42-yard
geld goal in the third quarter.
4St. X quarterback Kevin
7-•'- -taitace,- on the bench because
a went bout with the flu.
• iptered the game in the fourth
triod to engineer the drivet ensured the win.
PAslick scored all three St.
# touchdowns, on runs 052, 16
*eltwo yards: 












No  4 13
Bureau of Mure-ay . 6 14
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
Lovers ... 777'
1 in State AAAA, prevailed as
Brian Salzbury ran 87 yards
for one touchdown and 13
,yards for another in a 30-6
victory over Portsmouth,
Ohio.
, Mayfield, pp-ranked in Bird ran for 130 yards in 12 EstW 14 Wayne Co 8 ..
Class AA, rolled over co *sand Roy Taylor tan for Fleming-Neon 28 Johns
Hopkinsville 414. touchdowns of six and 11 yards Creek,6
- as No. 2 Corbin defeated _ _ —Fort Campbell 33 Fort KnoxPaintsville, No. 1 in Class A, Everts 19-6; No. 1 Heath , - 6shut out Johnson Central 35-0 blasted Lone Oak 41-0, and No
Thursday night. '' --. , • 5 Glasgow, with touchdowns •
Trinity, No. 1 in Jefferson by Ricky Wood and Larry
County AAAA; plays Hayes, blanked Warren East
Lexington Lafayette tonight. 14_0.
Madisonville edged No. 3
Somerset 26-22 in a Class AA —State A: No 2 Hancock
w L
game for the only other 
upset County romped to a 474
sw— -
14 of a ranked team. • - victory pvek-, Crittenden
12
1° 1° ranked teams: Warford power,,ed to 223 yards9 11
U —Jefferson County AAAA: touchdowns as No. 4 ch-
Paul Calhoun and
-
 James mond Madison downed Berea
_Miles scored for No. 3 Bishop 33-12, and No. 5 Raceiand
David in a 14-6 victory over
Daviess County; No. 4 Ballard
defeated Ft% Creek 26-27 and
No. 5 Butler beat Moore 12-6.















_ Vara Hendon I














Swot crimes wire limn • no/
received italr Iterwo-deNvere;1
eery of Tiro Norm toolgor 0
Taos by 5:30 p .111 . Mom* •
friday er by 3:30 p.a. eri Sew-
("Ws out wood to 753-1010
leers* en s.. eed 6 p.m.,
Monday Miley. , or *Ili p.m.
read 4 p.m. Wortley., to Wow.
iolivero ol five /tee *Opel: Caik
ammo be *nod liFTVI-
eroolotoys or I p.k.-lotortoot
goorootoo 41411mwy. •
defeated Wheelwright 19-0.
No. 3 Beechwood was a 12-2
winner Thursday over oven
County.
Franklin-Simpson 34 Por-
tland Tenn.) 12, _
Fulton City I& Gleason
(Tenn.) ?A
Garrard Co 28 Harrodsburg
26 (3 OT)
Glasgow 14 Warren East 0
Grayson Co 25 Breckinridge
Co 7
Greenup Co 30 Portsmouth
(Ohio ) 6
Hancock Co- 47 Crittenden
Co 6
Hazard 53 Jenkins 6
Heath 41 Lone Oak 0




Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 58
Lou Male 8
Lou Seneca 23 Waggener
Lou Southern 25 Lou Valley 
12
attempt, but Nick Swift's kick
was far wide right, anyway.
'I thought about going for
twcleint,s.''. said Bites. "But I_
knew if we failed, they. would
have it easy as 'far as a
decision went .,,This way,. if we
had made the kick, they would
have had to decide on a tie or
go for the win after scoring a
touchdown."
As it WAS.. he didn't' even
have to worry about Trigg
getting a chante to score.
The Wildcats took the
4-Adeitoff following the Murray_ -
score and began its series at
-the
but Rollins' last-ditch attempt
to score on a sweep at the horn
fell short.
Reed led aillrushers with 148
yards on 31 carries, his best
performance statistically of
the- yearT----Ite- picked up MT
against Reidland on opening
day.
The victory lifted Murray
out of the cellar in Divison IAA
standings with a 1-3 district
and 2-4 overall mark. Trigg
County took over that spot,
falling to 0-3 and 1-e.
T-741i4S been a long-dry spelt.
-Ind we're just glad to get out
dropped foer straight, in;
'adding three to district rivals
Mayfield, Heath and Caldwell.
The Tigers have au i open
date Friday. They travel to
Hopkinsville Oct. 20, host
- Paducah 'Richman OcL 27 and
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short yardage and fumbled
when tackled. Kevin Vaughn
recovered for the Tigers, and
it was essentially. all over. ,
The Tigers' managed to
advance to Trigg's five-yard
line with seconds remaining,
Hina. "Anytime time we beat
Trigg, the score really doesn't
matter, as long as we win." - -
That dry spell, to be exact,
spanned a month. Murray
opened its season by whipping
Reidland 16-0, but had since
Kendall. 9-25, Nick Swift, 2.121 Rich
Rollins, 4-6; Mike Hibbar4.t-8,
Pagstng - Rich Rollins, 244, 33 yards.'
Receiving - Thomas Kendall, 1-20,
Robin Roberts, 1-13
Fumble recoveries- Dave LatO,Dovid
Stephenson, Kevin Vaughn.
Punts- Thomas Kendall, 3-102-344
or. They Wind
S1UR - Monies Kendall, 10 run; kli
failed; 3:09,4th
Dwight McDowell leaps over a Trigg County gridder'in lost night's 6-0 Murray High victory. The
win gyve the Tigers' their first district conquest.
Lou Stuart 18 Lou Western
14
Lou St Xavier 20 Bryan -
Station 10
Lynch 40 Williamsburg 34
Lynn Camp 24 Clinton Co 6
Madisonville 26 Somerset 22
Marion Co 27 Nelson Co 18
Marshall Co 21 Ballard
Memorial 0
Mayfield 41 Hopkinsville 6
Meade Co 51 LaRue Co 12
Murray 6 Trigg Co 0
Newport 6 Fort Thomas
Highlands 0
Nicholas Co 19 Paris 14
Phelps 46 Betsy Layne 16
Pikeville 35 Morgan Co 6
. Nick Swift (34) sidesteps a Trigg County defender as the Wildcats Haeston Raker and Murrav's Atom %pow (43) rook to the Be-
han. The Tigers scored l.hi No game for o 6-0 victory.
Photo* by Kevin Penick
•
\Plenty of fat. Tough hide. Fur coat. Snug
den. A-big sjpep. The beNr is equipped to save
- energy this winter. Are you? Insulate your
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idall, 10 run; kzit
Martin-Westview
Thumps Calloway
TI UT-Martin has the same for 12 yards.
success against Murray State The Chargers completely
today as Martin-Westview dominated the s:intest
agrhst the Calloway County statistically, running ap 126
junior varsity squad last yards rushing and 88 passing
night, the Racers will be in for oil seven of .11 attempts.
-along evening. Calloway was held to 40 on the
The Chargers, like UTM ground and five incomplete
Irmo _Martin, Ty blitzed
_ihelAtkers 28-0 at Roy Stewart.. Johh CaRady, -a rutting
Stadium. The game was back and defensive halfback,
almost decided after the firs(' 'Injured his left tnee and may
half ,'in which Westview led 14- be out for the year. He exited
Oat intermission. in the third quarter with 15
Westview stored twice in yards rushing and four tackles
the second quarter on passes and an assist on defense.
of eight and 12 yards. It added Don Hargrove, a freshman
Reidland Monday for its third













- Rushing--John Canady, 6-15; Shane
Morton. 6-12. Minkev Butterworth., 340:
Ricky- Harrow, 442; Roy Williams, 2-1;
Brad Bryan,4-4; Tim folcAlister. I--8.
Passing - Brad Bryan, 0-5-1
returns Canady.1-0. line prepares
two more scores in the second noseguard, added four tackles IF(ritoff returns - Barrow, 2-11; MO( junior varsity contest at Roy Stewart
_ on t, twerfird run and and t wo quarterbuck sacks. 2'11









Tackles and assists- Cannily, 44i
Murray High's Bo Reed comes down with the ball after intercepting a Trigg County poss. The
pickoff began the drive that evenutally provided the game's only touchdown in the Tigers' 6-0
victory. Reed also rushed for 148 yards on offense,
Photos by
.Guiffillurison Was Grinning, Penick
Brett, frowning-in NY Win
NEW YORK (AP). — Gruff
Thurman Munson was grin-
ning. Friendly George Brett
was frowning. This was one
time you certainly could tell
the winning and losing players
without a scorecard.
: Munson socked a titanic
tworun homer off loser Doug
Bird in the eighth inning to
rally the New York Yankserto
a6-5 decision over the Kansas
City Royals, despite Brett's
recordbreaking three can-
secutive homers.
'-- The victory gave the
Niankees a 2-1 lead in the best-
4-5 American League
Championship series, moving
New York to within one ganle
. of its third straight World
Series. The Yankee triumph
a.tso moved the bridesmaid
Royals one loss away from
their third straight postseason
elimination by the World
Champion Yankees.
With the amazing Ron
Guidry, 254, set to pitch
tonight, Yankee Manager Bob
Istmce had every reason to
smile., and he didn't sing a
song.
"I've got the best pitcher in
baseball going," said Lemon.
"Who could ask for anything
more? Hey, that would make a
hell of a song."
Dennis Leonard, 21-17, the
first-game loser, takes the
,Royals' sesason in his hands
tri ght
not afraid of Guidry,"
said -Leonard . "We're not dead
until they beat us for the third,
time. We'll give it battle.'
Friday's game was a
fullscale war, with Brett firing
most of the shots for Kansas
City and Munson and Reggie
Jackson counter-attacking for
the Yankees.
Brett became the first
player to hit three straight
homers in league cham-
pionship series competition,
connecting off Catfish Hunter
In the first, third and fifth
innings.
"In the boxscore, this game
Laving to show HD the most."
said Brett. "It's something I'll
never forget. I'd just rather
we'd have won."
Jackson matched Brett's
first homer with a solo shot off
starter Paul Splittorff in the
second, then knocked in
Munson who had tripled, with-
an RBI single in the fourth.
Jackson hesitated on Lou
Piniella's ensuing single find
Piniella, unable to stretch his
hit into a double, was trapped
off first. Only shortstop Fred
Patek's throw sailed into the
stands, allowing Jackson to
score for a 3-2 lead.
Brett's third homerdied the
game, but Jackson countered
with a sacrifice fly in the sixth




single and Al Cowens' RI31
- grounder in the-eighth gave
Kansas City a 5-4 lead until
Munson, homerless in his
previous 54 games stung Bird
for a 450-foot blast over the
left-field fence. Relief ace
Rich Gossage, who-relieved
Hunter at the start of the
seventh, got the. win, retiring




You'd think the prospect of
getting Terry Bradshaw out of
Pittsburgh's lineup would
thrill some people. But it
doesn't seem to matter to
Mike Kruczek whether he
starts or rides the bench
against Atlanta.
And it doesn't seem to
matter to Coach Leeman
Bennett of the Falcons, either.
"I like being here and the
important thing is we're
winning. I'm not one to
complain about anything,"
Pittsburgh's Kruczek said
after finding out that a bruised
knee suffered a week ago in
New York won't keep Brad-
shaw out of the lineup this
Sunday.
"I figure he'll play. He's
come back from injuries like
this. /if plays with a lot of pain
and is used to it," Kruczek
added.
Also Sunday it's Denver at
-San Diego, Baltimore at St.
Louis, Buffalo at the New
York Jets, Philadelphia at
New England,- Washington at
Detroit, Chicago at Green
Bay, Cleveland at New
Orleans, the New WO Giants
REMEMBER US!







at Dallas, Tampa Bay at
Kansas City, Houston at
Oakland, Minnesota at Seattle
and San Francisco at Los
Angeles. On Monday night it's
Cincinnati at Miami.
Pittsburgh and Atlanta have
met four times in the regular
season, the Steelers winning
three. The last game that
counted was in 1974. This year,
though, they met in the
preseason. Bradshaw, with a
broken nose, missed the
game, so Kruczek engineered
the Steelers' 13-7 victory by
throwing a 35-yard touchdown
pass to Lynn Swann.
That prompted Bennett to
observe: "I don't think Pit-
tsburgh changes that much
regardless of who is at
quarterback. We werer4 able
to stop either one before.''
Nobody's been able to stop
the Steelers this year. They've
won their first five games, the
best start ever in their 46-year
history, and lead Cleveland
and Houston by two, games in
the American„ l'onferefice's
Central Division.
Cincinnati, the fourth team
in the division, is still looking
for victoryNo.l. Last week the
incentive to get it
provided. by. the return of
starting quarterback Ken
Anderson. But he was erratic
against San Francisco and-the
previously winless49er%-eame
out on top 28-12. This week Lk.
incentive-is the appearancia
a mew bead Nadi. Haar-
Rice, a college coach from
1962 to 1977 and an assistant
r-FM
five games, took over earlier:





NEW YORK (AP) —
Forgive us if its sounds corny;
it's still "the grand old game."
The New York Yankees'
dramatic 6-5 victory over the
Kansas City Royals Friday in
the third game of the
American League playoffs
Was a testament to the
everlasting glamor of
baseball.
It's the reason the sports'
popularity is on the ascen-
dance instead of the decline,
with. More then' 40 million
people pouring into the major
league stands during the
season.
The 2-1 go-ahead game --
like the Yankees-Red Sox_
showdown last Monday at
Fenway Park — produced all
the ingredients for high ex-
citement.
It ebbed and flowed, the lead.
continually changing hands.
-The umps blew a trio of calls.
-The- game had its •hillivdual
heros — the Royals' George
Brett with three home suns
and almost a fourth; the
Yankees' Reggie Jackson
continuing his October heroics
with a home run and three
runs batted in, and finally the
-Yankees' burly -Thurman
Munson, pounding a thunder,
clap home run over the 430-
. foot Mark in center field in the
eighth inning to decide the'
game.
Munson's blast was
preceeded by an intimate tete-
atete between Jackson and
Munson, the Yankees feuding
Hatfield and McCoy in the
hatters circle. Jackson was
jubilant when Munson crossed
-home plate.
"I'll probably hit into a
double play;" said Munson,
who hadn't hit a homer in 55
games dating back to Aug. 8.
"I bet you don't," adlil
Jackson, encouragingly.
Lull Before The Storm
to meet the Calloway County offense during
Stadium. The Chargers blasted tbe takers 28-0.
• ), IThotoveredivoson
Later Jackson remarked: .
"I never saw a longer ball
hit into the stands by a right-
handed hitter." Of his im-
famous fued with Munson he
added:
"I like and admired the
man. What ever happens
outside when we take the fielsi
we are Yankees, we are
driven by pride."
Of the Yankees-Red Sox
game earlier in the week,
'which saw the Yankees' Igo
-"-the Gocise" Gossage set down
Boston's Jim Rice and Carl
Yastrzemski with the tying .
and winning run on base in the
ninth, one historian wrote that
the moment should have been
preserved in bronze.
Almost the same could be
said of Friday's game in
Yankee Stadium. The umpires
_apparently blew a call at first
base in the first inning. There
was Mickey Rivers'
shoestring catch d' a double
by Kansas City's - Darrell
Porter in the third and an
obvious safe slide Thy Lou
Piniella into home plate in the
fifth — which provoked Al
Rosen of the Yankees* to •
- PLAYING HURT
(AP) — Lance
osAliSorth; a new member of the
Pro Football Hall of Fame, was
perhaps the first superstar of
the old American Football
League. One reason was the
wide receiver's ability to play
while injured.
In 1966,- playing for the San
Diego Chargers, Lance suffered
a fractured right hand in a pre-
season game and then broke
the left wrist a week ,later.-
Keeping the injuries secret, Al-
worth played the first seven
games with both hands heavily
taped and crippled. Yet he
caught 37 passes in that time
_ for 694 yards and went on to
win the AFL pass-receiving
crown.
lost
scream, "We were robbed on
all three plays."
It was a 'knock-down drag-
out fight all the way — a
stirring battle which brought
this comment from Jacksons :
"That Kansas City team is
really underrated. We get
Them down and they keep
bouncing back. They showed







Lead Phils To Win
-..1:01---ii4dELES-(iti2) —
Shortstop Larry ,13owa and
outfielder Greg Luzinski tried
to put the Philadelphia
Phillies' position in the best-
of-five. National League
- playoffs in propel: per-
- spective.
"I feel better than I did,
.. yesterday_ (-Thursday )„."
Bowa after-the Phillies beat
LOs Angeles 9-4 Friday night.
The victory kept Philadelphia
alive after the Dodgers won
the first two games.
-Our backs are still against
the wall," saia Bowa, one of
the key figures in the Phillies'
third consecutive Ea qtern
Division championshiir "But
the advantage still is to  the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
"They still have two
tomorrows, but we have to win
another must game. If we win
-the fourth-game, -then-the tide- 
changes."
And Luzinski, who had . a
pair of singles and a home run
in the Phillies' first triumph of
the series, took somewhat the.
same outlook.
. "I don't think we can afford
the luxury of thinking of
Sunday (a possible fifth
game)," said Luzinski. "We,
have to win tomorrow
(Saturday) first. The Dodgers
are tough. They're not going to
lay down and die."
Steve Carlton not only went
your home?
NOW is one of the test times to
spray under and around your
home, bugs, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for a
place to hibernate-under your
home. It's warm, they are out of
the bad weather. This makes a
perfect home for all kinds of in-
sects. Do not delay, Call today.
Do you know - that ter-
mites never sleep. They
- work 24 hours a day
arownl.
Prevention Is Far Cheapter Than Repair
Kelley's TerraiteltPest Control
100 South 13th Sheet
the distance with an eight-
hitter, striking out eight and
walking only two, but the left-
hander socked a three-run
homer and a run-scoring
single to help him win his first
post-season game. -He; had
been 0-2 in playoff games and
0-1 in World Series play.
The Phallus jumped to a 4-0
lead in the second against Don
Sutton, a guy who has the
reverse reputation of.Carlion.
Sutton has been referred to as
the pitcher who always wins
the big one. He was 5-0 in
postseason play, three playoff
victories and two in the World
Series.
The Philliaa...aeored their
four runs in the second inning
on three hits, the big blow a
threerun homer over the 385-
foot sign in right field by
Carlton, a .291 hitter during
-the sepias season.--24
Schmidt double, ewalk to Tim
McCarver and Ted Sizemore's
run-scoring single preceded
Carlton's big hit.
The Dodgers didn't 4uit and,
except for a fan's interference
on a double by Bill Russell,
might have tied the score by
the end of three. Carlton gave
up his only two walks in the
second. Russell then doubled
past third, Ron Cey scoring.
Dusty Baker also might have
scored but the fan leaned over





-Ws time- to WARM UP for Fait Sports
with- a WARMUP from DennisoaRunt






Choose a warmup by White Stag, Court Casual.; Adidas, jelenck or
-
Winning Ways and save during this one-week special. We have
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- - Fall Highlights Noted 
. _. . .YogyIndividual ik‘ 7, _ .
7- ilOrOSCOPe -1) 4 .. ... • • ..„--4,,,,„ . •  K ET Is 'Network For All-- -asons . _.•...
FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER kiln ,
e 
. . . . 
.
..- •What ' kind of day will GEeeeNt VIRGO no v., . • -tacnorrovrbe? To find out what ) May 22 to June 21) 11/451.• I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) --r ....al. KET's fall theme is "The temporary composers as Toru - pate and apple turnovers. brilliant scientific research The series begins eunday, -the stars say, read the Don't let sympathies -run If you've had difficulty In Network For All Reasons.". A Takemitsu and David Del "At The White House" which led to the discovery oe October 15 at 9.p.m. (CT).' forecast given for your birth away with you. There are launching a pet project, let it glance at the October listings •Tredici. .  The fall season would not be radium, the element that Now hold everything! JustSign. " those who would take act. go for a more propitious time. should tell you why we've - "Evening At Symphony" complete without "At The holds both the promise of a because your favorite. Things tutted look better, and .- vantage of your generosity. chosen this particular slogan. features the Bostbri Symphony. -White House." KET viewers cure for cancer and the threat program hasn't- beenARIES laeadrA. CANCF,./t __.. me z....._‘ far more favorable, by The first two weeks of this Orchestra with Music - :aerial be able to enjoy recital of atomic devastation. highlighted doesn't mean that--- (Mar. 21 Apr. IS) ' - (June 22 to July 23) gay Ct-4 Wrncirmw• month are notable for the fact lairectur Seiji Ozawa. • performances by soprano "Soeuadstage" it's gone. Some 'programsNew opportunities • will if a plan is well LIBRA_astiract , your _ interest 4,00k a _go through. with. it ;lope u to peareseaGeti, _ - that our. fall schedule owns._ _ _ eeaseePreviewe" ---a--•'. Leentyne Prtre, dancer- One - of public television's have aireada- made their 7
. to them carefully if tOdY to even if it is unique. It could Note the sIllall print when it 
full swing. For the moviegoing public, Mikhail Baryshnikov- and most popular music shows, seasonal debut ("Greet
metters We've highlighted some 'an unprecedented television _ classical- guitarist . Andres "Soundstage,'' returns with agrail) a gliraPse of a Powdhle prove to be a successful and • ece/-es t° emPikated - al 'P rforma ces " for exam-of imporiaona-Bei_carefui • series which are making ...service designated to keep- -- Segovia, along with-President new group- of uninterrupted • . .interestinga-ha
le). Others begin later in theTAURUS , LE° 'lenge it. ,_,, about making decisions. Past seasonal bows below. You'll viewers informed about what -teeter and hiShOtuired guests concerts. Enunylou Harris, P „ - ..
The Kinks, Ry Cooder, fall. (If you are an Upstairs,i Apr. 21 to May 21) ( July 24 to Aug. 23) 4P64/3-t procedures may need find some old friends which is and isn't worth seeing, it- - live from the East Room ofnn 1 are back with new programs, "Sneak Prtviews." The bi- the White House. Journey and Garland Jeffreys Downstairs" fan you won'tA.M. judgements could be Some restrictions should be revision, 
want to miss _"Masterpiece _` cloudy and if based on over- observed' where. personal . as well as some new faces. weekly series bows Thursday, Leorrtyne Price, who per- are among the entertainere
optinuem, the results coiad be relationships are concerned 
, Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rketc So, welcome to October. . . October 12 at 9 p.m. (CT), with forms Sunday, October 8 at 3, repeasenting folk, jazz, Theatre's" '"The Duchess of aA busy day is in the off Mg. ..,A welcome to publicr  .__a_repeat Staglay.QCtoher III at _ IOU- (CT4yAlraii had an. colvitrA'oilkallk sack dise4) DUke4ireet-'1.-. -- -.-
disappointing. 
PPI:intrasttirlged. Yht4ilirtheinstia einetsaf. gAS9aZiawtiesth yiiii-.11111111- - 1447-the Put everything you have into -''''-! -G..Tevit's fall setutare: •-3,p. en. ( CT). . 
-• • •
illustrious career as an opera I. 
.
aernoon. • . endeavors - your best .,comvessionai outkika. . _._ -Once Upon A - . and concert singer.She toured .EatkiedeydAteitt Pla___Allto ASSIIHDADSI__'thoughts, Plans, eLictts• -I-4*k Pending Congressional • Classic" Europe and the United States . the une ted• ene the .or xPec • I y issues will be the weekly focus "Dominic" heads the list of as "Bess" in "Porte and a S. LOST & FOUND - - challeristes. 7. NOT SC E i Crossword 'Puzzler SAGITTARIUS of "Congressional Outlook," • classics dramatized in the new Bess" from 1952 to 1954. She - BOYS 1978 Calloway County
• , i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21-) 144f4(Ps an informative new series season of "Once Upon A has appeared as a soloist with 
H.S. class ring. Initials .
If %._ 
J.M.R. Reward. Call after 5,- A hunete could pay-off, -and- PfPnli'pringt-SaturdaY3-Ovtober- Chessic-." Yorkshire's desolate -symphonies- -th - Canada, ilr Toy -Om, 753-735117-
- --'- • --•-•-• •
• • • • .-. • - 6 • - 1[INST•-  Pr Tol'rtnlarS-Puzzic . .. _- - '1 Skin a•tment Mitts
• 5 Declare 69 Corner --
9 Music: as DOWN
written 1 Hop card
12 Fuel ' 2 Pacify
13 Rant 3 A clontinent. '
- 14 Succor Abbr
15 Printer's 4 Shade tree
- measure-. 5 Tapestry '
-,. 16 Clayey earth ....6'pahOn
- - 18 elindu cyrn- '1 For
bals .' example.-
: 20-With: Prefix Abbr





























handsomely. Career matters ( ill. 0 : .M./ p.m. iv., i I. i rie LI- moors and ruggea coastline
are favored. Be sure you are week series is produced are the setting for smuggling,
Australia, Europe and the
' United States and has made Need Them:
Ls.J....1-. Lost, I t b J /NA LL.
Black clutch purse. Lost in
the vacinity of 4th and Main.seeing persons and situations in cooperation with kidnapping and murder when numerous appearances on Fire 753-1441 Contains important papers
in a realistic way. "Congressional Quarterly" the mini-series begins Sunday,
CAPRICORN ( CQ ), The Washington-based October 15 at 5:30 p.m. (CT 
la
.
television and . with the
Metropolitan Opera.
Police , .
Nam). . r, . .. . .
75)1621
753-6952
and identification. If found
please call 753-1919 or 753-
7618.(Dec. 22 to Jan 201 news and research service. .. Repeats are on Saturdays. For those who miss "At The Waits /53-9332 LOST, black steer with white.Something different is in the CQ is the widely recognized Bixby continues to host White House" on Sundays, the timed face in New Concord Area,.,.. *Billoffing. Handled properly, this authority , on Congress used the series, which dramatizes
-




.6. HELP WANTEDCould prove not only extensively by the print and children's classics. Other
challenging but profitable. broadcast media as well as titles included in the new
later in the week. Ms. Prices'
performance will be repeated
ham-
. Swish 759-4141
. BABYSITTER IN my home .
Week day afternoons. OwnDon't neglect the nitre gritty, most members of Congress, season ere "Secret Garden,"however. government officials, "John Halifax, Gentleman,"AQUARIUS _al". A "
I I,,.., .1.1 ... W.A.. e n , -........ libraries and educators. and "Pinnochio." '








transportation andt references required. Call 753-
9520, after 5 pm.
.
Ir nob( s WANTFD. Annly atL.• i-- ei ii . -• ...........
.. 17 Drinks course
slowly • • 10 Note of
29 Bishoprics 'scale ,
. . . 31 Stain • 11 - hoc . .
1,26 _Looked 51 Boxing term
27 Cover Abbr
28 Epic ' • - . 53 Pa's mate
30-machine 58. Maul
• - • - -----,
i ../ an. LI IA./ r cry • .C.O 0.-7 ..
You may . Congressional Outlook" is Returning to Ae Kentuckyinto some
repeated on Mondays. - eJulia Child and - Network this . fall is thesnags and obstacles, but you
can handle them with ease. Patrick Tyler, an award- Company" Peabody Award-winning
•• Y ideas. need - up-, a winning reporter -foe- the $te - -N9Pe• - Julia- Child, doesn't -series - of • original-I:del/Won- ••
Petersburg (Fla.) Times, will . have -a bunch of minions' Broaden your outlook and you • dramas, "Visions." The new
be the journalist-host. Tyler's • working for her. Instead, She's,could profit from past ex- eeason premieres Monday,
Senior [thins . . ..j53-0929
Needle/   153-11fED
Learn To Read   /53-22111 -
foster ' ---------.- -1
Paredes  73-5362
Airport  489-1414
Fern Terrace Lodge,' 1505 "
Stadium View Qr. Apply in
person Only, between 9 and 5.
- DRIVERS WANTED FOR
. 7 -Co7---- -- - -114.--.LIJIICIY-Trut-6.6k.M.Requirments: Minimum
age-23, --Term. chauffers -
licenses, pass written and
--,----32-Foid-at ieescr- --.--nTerrnAmdry- 58 Ruciern-r .
- -- .Ag Dark - • ' • month . shelter 60 Ogle •'- * ""^
'--- •36 Compass 19 Symbol for 35 Ham e g. 61 Spanish article
... , point silver 38 Uproar . 62 Pronoun ,. perience. credentials include daring, .got a brand new series entitled October 9 at 8 p.m. (CT), with37 Look alike 21 Unlock 40 Foray 64 College PISCES
X 









25 Figure of 46 Residue Abbr. Don't be swayed by outside on-air presence. preparing complete meals for living American.speech 46 Daily fare_ _AB J .s.clad
"Evening




distractions or the actions of At Symphony" a variety of special occasions, Other dramas which will be
others. Mixed influences Much has been written beginning Saturday, October telecast in October include





machinist, or training of
either desirable. Apply at D
1 -3 A
-











i disconcerting. of - the performing arts- -  program replaces her long- Kosco Show," a tale of a
YOU BORN TODAY are an dancers are now Stars, .not running but oft repeated-hit, charismatic, self-destructive
exeptionally gregarious lot, oddities: operas are now "The French Chef." disc jockey, and Mth-ray




& P Tool & Die Co., Inck,. Union City, TN. or call 901-
885-34447 "
6 17 IS 19
21 22 24 25 26
. MAN WANTED for morning
hours only Fine for a retired.
man College Cleaners. Call-
753-3852.
7 __ ___ ._. -
-32 .33 endowed with outstanding familiar, as your favorite number of cooking traditions. eeletiAnchin.1.1kC 1.4=‘,11.111C























competent in an emergency. A 
"Evening- -alt- *trusses two to four recipes -Raft of the most . famous
Symphony,' which returns in detail and includes woman scientist of all time,born leader, -you can, unlike weekly beginning October 9 at suggestions for accompanying "Marie Curie," - premieresmany in your sign, organize -
. l. ......- ......,,,,w-iiiriit,i hitt 7 p.m., (CT). Music this season dishes and serving tips. Wednesday, October 11 at 7- -., ,
ill,, ii cia.I.L•i. . ,
NEED DRUMMER and key,
board player for local band:
Call 382-2547 after 5 prri. 
PART-TIME job ,for person'
. wih medical - background- 40;
do medical exams for in-
surance- companies. 502;737- •
2298. 
PART TIME EMPLOYEE.
m um* ha .$,'•4 illinn + .63 Encourage 1 62 ire AL=1
65 Deadly pale
tell. . ' 
ziv‘ .e.nuy 11M l.....•1111/..tashcy •••••
_lip_ . the state or nation. You love te
,-• 
Bachtravel. Music and the theater •
' 7 • may take up your idle hours.
, DUISTaNet • a
ranges from the classics of Join America's most p.m. (CT).
BeeLhOven and Bratuns popular chef on October 14
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. Call 45-4343. 
WANTED USED YELL
Immediate opening for Lynn baby bed.after 5 pm. 
rt time cashier, sales IS. ARTICLES 1
erk. Send resume to CHIMNEYS Al_
Box )4
- FOR MONDAY, OCTOBER 9,1978 
.0. 32C. wall pipe 6"
Instulation kit,
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out What (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
the star i say, read the There's much you can
forecast given for your birth achieved you get vrith it. Your
Sign. dynamic personality should
shine. Be adaptable to new
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SOMEONE TO: BABYSIT
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$360 NET PER WK
PART-TIME
Our latest program in au-
tomatic MalLt341734146-1419
features the new pop-tog
hot foods All are nation-
ally. known brands such as
Heinz, Ca rnpboll's Hormel,
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee, etc All
accounts are secured by
us in Mites buildings
.inautifiriaT-igan




IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
LOTS OF ytoL.Eis and a
'few plants for sale. Also nice_
_Ttress4X With large_ inkrip
$25. C81143,5-4397. 
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
MUST $E1-.1. white 8 ft. truck
cap. Living rocirn suit, like
new and recliner. 'Call 753-
506. 
4 NEW MAG e4ished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 1-60 IA Goodyear
white letter tires, 160.
Phone; 753-7393. 
your area to service these
acdrunts We provide Sie-





parts and service you
provide 80-0 hours your
choice weekly, serviceable
automobile, be ready to







years old to work through
Christmas, must have car
and be Willing to travel up to
150, miles. Work 4 days a
week off 3 days. Don't
inquire unless you're ready.
to •pri to Work. Sena ap-
plication, self .snapshot to-





Lessons tagght by qualified
pcptessionals. 10 hours of
intructions, $35. West




25. DISCOUNT IF YOU
DUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND




































write. 5 8. '•
750 Hetzler
, Ohio 45042
14. WANT TO BUY 
GOOD. USED Restaurant
kitchen equipment, all types,.
also walk-in cooler and
freezer. CO 153-4470. 
GOOD USED tin roofing. Cal
753 7386. 
OLO DOOR'S, --unmet or
poieelian knobs, interior or
exterior. Call 753.6297. 
USED 200' AMP utility pole,
Call 435 4343. 
USED YELLOW Jennie,.
Lynn baby bed. Call 489-2742
after 5pm. 
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.88
Instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
COR R ELLE Expressions,
all patterns, it) piece sets,
$39.509. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
CHAIN SAW chains, 3re ifich
pitch for 16 inch Dar, $10.25,




tape, AM • FM radio, two 14
inch speakers, $65. Call 759
  1734. 
FIRE PLACE Inclosures
with glass doors and Wtre
mesh draw screens. Mt 'sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
ok FOR SALE 16 X 10 Sears




General Electric stove, $75.











POR TABLE G.E. stereo turn
table and two speakers. Call
753-8234. 
REMMINGTON PL-.4.16 inch
bar chain saw with case.:
Used very little; $135. Call
489-2595. 
110 V apartment size electric
clothes dryer, 550. 220 V
electric logs and stand, $35.
Bike rack for automobile or
truck, $7. Playpen, $5, bir-
dcage, $2, ironing board, $2,
baby walker, $6, nice truck
campir, $750. Sell 753-1566, _ 
16. npmE FURNISHINGS 
-COUCH, 3 chairs, dinet set
with 6 chairs. Can be seen at
808 N. 18th, 
FOR SALE: 30" Magic Chef
gas range. Like new. $50.
Consider trade for electric,
call 753-7450. 
G.E. AMERICANA double
oven, electric range, cop-
per tone, $200. Phone 753-5282, 
LADY KENMORE washer,
$75, excellent condition. Call
436-2292.
I We Buy, Sell Os Trade
Used Furniture Or Ap-
pliances
Hodge 8. Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
NEW COUCH torsate, small
tear in back, $200. Call 753-
1717 ask for Hazel. 
RED PLAtO couch and
chair, cocktail table and two




Service Paducah call 1
4434469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
It SEWING MACHINES 
'FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig-Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully garented. Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
cam be arronged, call
Martha Hopper 1-354-6511 or
write Rt. 5 Benton, Ky. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $9.99, model HD 3or
$11.99, Sabre 6 model. $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FARMER- SPECIAL; fence
controls, by Shox Stock,
electric or battery op.
perated, $26.95, 39.99 and
49.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris, TN. 
*POR SALE 1973 KKS gleaner
•combine and both headers.
Call 759-1130.
TWO 47' BAZOOKA - 
Augers, with or without
motors. Call Murray
Warehous Corp. 753-8220. 
20. SPORTS EQUIP. • 
NEW SET OF right handed
MG Lite_ McGregor golf
Irons Retail value at $315,
but will sell at i$275 or best




NEW OFFICE ROAMS Closed All Day Wed
1,-10ndar-Fray 7:30-Noon' Saturday 7:30 til 5:.00
rim HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.75
For Hospital a Nouse Calls Phone 753-4013
-F- 13- -A CrRTIFIE
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST 'CONTROL










!MITI scrubbing the bathroom again
and again and again. You can stop all
that by putting-nice, easy to care for
MARBLE in it. And you'll never have
to scrub again.
Beautiful...you say!










shipment of f iberglaSs
sbatetina for underpinning or t-
roofing. Marshall County
Monuments in Draffinville,




organs, used pianos. Lonardo.
Piano Co., across from PoSt
Office, Paris, TN. 
24. MISCELLANEOUS 
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed-aged beef. F
*barter- 7* cents a pound.
whole or side 89 cents a
Poung_i_ll_n_d_goarier
a pound hanging weight.
Food stamps -at-cepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 642-
8201. One mile north' of Paris
on old Murray road. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
2 BR 12 X 65 Mobile home, 24
X 24 -family room. Call 436- • /0-7
2310 after 12. 
good conditon, 2 BR, 11/2 '"'L TELL ̀?0U WHAT HE'q 
CARRYMOBILE -HOME 12 X 65,11
bath, lots of extras. Cell 759. ING IN THAT CASE. LA9OR RE
4088. 
1974 MOBILE home, partlyPORT9,_MANA
GEMENT REPORTS,
furnished. Dishwasher, air
conditioner, must Sell. Call 
INFLATION REPORT9 ANDASPIRI 
753-4139 after 4 pm, 3t. PETS-SUPPLIES.
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2 
43. REAL ESTATE
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.




0 1978'Un;ted Feature Syndicate inc
43. REAL ESTATE
BY OWNER: 3 BR b?ick,
full baths, heat and air-
refrigerator, stove, dish-
wather arid drapes-. Ci-iirng-
4152. •
t "In Business-.Since 1956 
1
73373646
• 12 X 60, 2 BR, extra nice. Call
489-2774. 
le7dar'oolAmXS two baths 1a, aijo
electric.
Cntice letb be
seen at Fox Meadows, B.2 or
call 436.2711 after 2 pm.,
$132.700. 
8 X 451 RA I LOR and lot, new
well and pump, 2500, make
offer. Must sell, 20 hp
Mercury motor good shape.
Call 436-2.516, 
2e. MOB. HOME RENTS 
2 BR TRAILOR, 12 X SO. Set
at Shady Oaks. No phone
calls please. 
UNFIRNISHEb NICE
trailer tor rent, central heat
and air, tv tower, water
furnished, couples only, no
pets. Call 492-8348. - 
10 X 50 2 BR, no pets, Stella
community, call after 5:30
759.4059. $70 plus $25 deposit.
29. HEATING &COOLING 
FRANKLIN. STOVE with
damper and flue snipe Call
-753- 41517-
HEATERS- Electric, Mat.
thews 4000 w., 4. stack, 534.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN._ 
KING Automatic wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Harddware, Paris, TN. .
31.  WANT TO RENT. . 
BUILDING, GARAGE or
barn for boat and equipt-
ment. Resaonable. Call 753-
0946.
ONE FURNISHED apaet-
ment or 2 bedroom apart-
ment to share. Contact Jess
King at Murray Plaza Court,
Room 39, or leave message.
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
I AND 2 BEDROOM apar-
tments for rent. Call 753-8920
before 12 noon. 
FOR RENT-SOUTHSIDE
Manor, Hud subsidized
apartments for the elderly.
One BR now available, rent




apartment, $125 per month,
heat and water • included.
References and deposit, 602
Poplar St Shown 10 am to 2
pm Tuesday. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
THREE ROOM house, stove,
refrigerator, air conditioning
and carpet furnished.
AVailable now. Call 753-5500
or 753,6200. . 
TWO BEDROOM, Brkk near
university. Available now,
No pets, Family only. Call
753-3942. 
34. RENT OR LEASE 
MOBILE HOME LOTS for
rent. All hook-ups. Call 753-
'9706: 
SPACIOUS- v. ACRE corner
lot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School. Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call









puppies, AK C, 3 moriths,




Murray Ice Co. 408 S. Oh St, 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
GOING QIIT OF BUSINESS
Sale at Allbrittens General
Vlore at New Providence.
Everything must go, good
bargains in thread, ,zippers,
other sewing notions as well
as groceries, oil and gas.





College Farm Rd. Sat. Oct. 7,
8 to 4. 
GARAGE SALE: Firescreen
and andirons, ladies coats,
draperies, adding machine
and much more. Saturday 9.
? 1207 Doran Road, 
GARAGE SALE, Sat. Oct.
7th. noon till 4:00, 1701
Parklane Or, Carpet
cleaning machine, carpet
saw, clothes, 'dresser with
mirror and chest of drawers,
maple wardrobe, bike parts
-and miscellaneous.--
1969 OLDSMOBILE 98. Call
753-6680. 
-THREE PARTY YARD
SALE: Baby furiture and
clothes, photo enlarger, Avon
bottles, blue Mason jars, old
milk bottles, old radios, 16"
bar Potan ichain saw,
reloader for 12 gage and 20
gage, skeet thrower. Fri.'afid
Sat 8 am till 5 pm, 121 north
past Stella turn left on
Butterworth Rd. go 1/2 Mite
house on left. 4
YARD SALE, Sat. 7...30-5:30.
Furniture, bunk beds, chest
of drawers, motorcycle,
tools, clothing, piants,40y5.
10 speed, many other items.
Lots 11 and 12, Reviria Ctst 
YARD SALE, 1107 Main, B.?.







Ph (901 )479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn
ARE YOU LOOKING for a
house in the county but are-
on a tight budget? Take a
look at this two bedroom, one
bath house in Kirksey. It also
has a I iviing room, nice
kitchen and eating area
There is a large.garage with
work area and for the fixer
Upers a large unfurnished
upstairs that could easily be
made into a third bedroom.
Priced at $15,500 Phone •
KOPPEBUD REALTY, 753-






60 ACRES OF SALE in New
Providence commkinity. Just
listed this farm which is all
fenced and cross tented with
approximately 7 acres of
wooded land, 15 acres of good
bottom land and the rest in
pasture. Also on lovely
hillside is well and septic
syStem ready for hookup
with traitor or new home. All
this at a realistic price-Low
30s. Phone KOP PE R U13
REAL-TY, 753-1222. 4 
REAL 1.017S
40 X 60 FOOT building,
suitable for workshop, air
compresser supplied. 1215
puguid Dr. Call 753-4995. 
37. LIVESTOCK4UPP,  South 121h 
at Sycamore
FOR SALE TWO female TELEPHONE 7511.61
dairy cleats, gentle and broke
to milk will kid in early
spring. One young male goat.





PadoCalt.190:2868 &Mr. 2 ,311
pm
ADORABLE PART Terrier,
6 months old puppy.
Excellent pet. (au 759-4141
between 9 and S.
FOR SALE One mit"e and
one female Cairri• Terrier
Bargain 'rice. CAll 434 2462.
M-A L E RED












Joe Kennon 436 5676
Dud Noll /53 4361
Palm Merit, 753 1674





With The F r2endly :Teeth"
Gdod Looking 6 rm., 3
bedroom brick located
just 2 miles SE of
Murray on #121. Kit-
cheCilag of
cab lg , 'It in
oven-range-den ad-
joins kitchen. 14 x 24
outside .workshop/sto-
ragi.'building. 1/2 acre
lot. Low 30's. Im-
mediate_Possessioe.
Boyd-Ma)ors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
GOOD STARTER. Economic
and comfortable - home
located near the university
this home has fireplace in
living room and is nicely
decorated throughout with
attractive paneling and Wall
to. wall carpeting. This price
is right for a fast sale in -the
teens. Phone today for all the
information. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753.1222. 
JUST LISTED! 6 room brick
home on beautiful corner lot.
1006 Fairlage, end only
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING $36,500. DONALD 
R
lots in K ingswood, Westwood TUCKER REALTOR, 502
and Grove Heights. Some of Maple 753-4342. 
these lots are gently sloping -
for your special design,
others level and most are
wooded. Build and save plus
Save on city taxes. Priced





Large double wide mobile
home has central heat, ?
baths. 3 IS on extra large lot
for the unbelievable low price
of $10,500.
We consider it 11 privilege to
be abk to offer this 3
bedroom brick, one bath,
large living room home
located on Ryon for sale to
our buying public. Call 753-
3263
753,1241 11* Woe,
S BEAUTIFUL ACRES in
New Providence Private
drive to property Which
Includes mobile home and
older home which needs
repairs. Buy this and have
that showplace you have
always wanted. Listed at,
S1.5350. THE NELSON








large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air and many nice
features Priced in mid AO's
Located only minutes from
city limits on Locust Grove
Church Road. Prited







ISN'T IT TIME you
face facts and ad-
mitted It s harder ttRn
you thought to sell
your own home'
There's an easier iipty
to do ft Dial 753-8080
and let t't3Pcl-pajors









.With The Friendly Touch"
REDUCED! 3 bedrm.
house located on a
well-landscaped cor-
ner lot within walking
distance of Univ. The
house is exceptionally
clean and was recently





game rsti. See ' This
today. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th. •
RARE FIND FOUND Ideal
for restaurant or Music barn.
Its an antique general store
that's loaded with charac-
ter... wide stairway with





527-1468 • 753 9525
SEARCH--AND SEIZE..
Search tqru this business for'
, the manyilkdvantages it could
afteird tieu and seize the
,tigportunity tO make it yot)r
• own today. business plus
fixtures and merchandise..
Do yourself a favor go look.
Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492. 
TWO --b-UPLEX LOTS for
'.sale at reasonable-price.
Both lots for a total price of
only $6500. Phone KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222.
Purdom & Thurinan
Insurance & Real Estate















division close to the
Weeliten4 6 iven,ng% Call
Joe Kennon 136 5676
Bud Sall 753 411641
rani Mavity 153 8624
Don Tucker 153 1930
UNIQUE ONE LEVEL
Design for easy relaxed
living! Master bedroom with
sitting room and bath area,
_dem wins fireplace, plus all
the necessities, located on
Serge country lot • perfect for
your family to enjoy. Call
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
40 ACRES of good land. 28
lendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy.
frontage, old house, 109
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky:'Lake,--etew Concord area-
$26,000. Charles - B.
McCuist6n 753-5124 
JUST LISTED! 10 acre farm
with 3 bedroom 1 bath home.
Barns and other out-
buildings, completely fen-




46. HOMES FOR SALE 
2 BR BRICK HOUSE with 5
acres, 1/2 basement, 1/2
baths, all electric heat and
air, also wood burning
fireplace. Located on hwy 94
E. approximently 12 miles.
Call 753-3761 after 4 pm.
$32,500.
FOUR ROOM house for sale,
carport, front porch, lot 50' X
75' • for $6000 or for rent $65
per month in Hardin. Call
759.4084 or 753-6791. 
REDUCED! MUST SELL,
white frame. 2 bedroom
home. House has basement,
electric stove, refrigerator
and dishwasher. Priced in




dual glide 1964, price, $1850.
Lots of chrome. Call 901-642-
3747. 
YAMAHA 400.YZ racing
bike, $400. Call 489:2149. 
100 YAHAMA, 60 Yahama
and motor cycle trailor, best
offer. Call 753.8131 and leave
message. 
41. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
49. USED CARS 
1966t CHEVELLE SS, 350
motor, nice.- Call 345,2295 at
night. 
1970 CHEVROLET Impala,
4-door, steering, brakes, air,
radio, -• roof. Nice and
reasonable: Catl 753-8585. 
1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
engine which is in excellent
condition. Autorrsetic with
power steering, has wide
tires and wheels, $800. Phone
354-6217. 
1977 DATSUN B-210, air, AM. 
FMstereo, custom wheels,
good condition. Must sell.
Call 753-2414 or 753-0389. 
1973 DODGE CHARGER,
77,000 miles, engine and body
good, $1000. Cali 767.6102. 
1966 FIREBIRD, sharp, new
tires, vynil top, new paint,
$1495. Call 436-5353. 
1971 GREMLIN, 6 cyl.,
straight shift, $600. Call 753-
7438.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with -
*built-ins „large ,lot. Two car detached
garage with nico guest apartment above..
Owner .ha e *the: • Interest. Price
$110,000. •
Oh ie JA11.1,14 Ed*









1967 CHEVROLET 1 ton flat
bed, dual wheels. 350 engine,
.4 speed. Call 753-8500 after 7
51. CAMPERS 
WHITES CAMPER SALES.
Your local Star draft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories- Non• toxic
tamper anti freeze, $3.99 per
gallon. Located 4 miles from
Murray on 91 E. Call 753-
0605. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
1968 125 HP. Mercury motor.
Excellent • conditon. to*





weather, white rock 3TRI-
grzide driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea.
••  •
53. SERVICES 'OFFERED 
HoNig REPAtfti.
remodeling, interior and
exterior painting, paneling, •
landscaping, free- extirnates-
Call 436 S570.-  -
INSULATION.BLOWt•CIN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills




call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
'LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203 - - 
NEED SOMEONE to'effleii
house? Call 753.3802. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's-
Music Center, 153-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm. 
gravel. Free estimates. Call 
PAINTING, PAPER
1424,24,_ng.ing, home remodeling, 
repairs. Call 753-4951. 
after 4 pm... 
ROOFING, excellent
BYARS BROTHERS & Son- references. Call 753-1486
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Calm-
3954967 or 1-362-4895. ' 
BUSH HOGGrNG, North
Callowly and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753 2418 
BUSHHOG, DRIVEWAY
graded, fall landscaping and
seeding. Call 753-4951. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens • installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,








CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
CUSTOM COMBINING and




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We FREE: Part Labrador
can remove stumps up to 24" retriever pups. 7 weeks old.
below the ground, leaving Cs 436.5831 after4:30. 
only sawdust and chips. Call  Thl 
for free estimate, Steve Shaw 100-200 ACRE row crop farm
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 43.5, within 20 miles of Murray
441 • Good productive soil, house- --
EXPERIENCED TM:- or Wilding site: NO- realfors
TERI OR and exterior please. 753.5610. ' 
painters. Call 759-1228.
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. . 












make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 309 A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 Phone day or night 1.
441 7026. 
WILL BABYSIT in my home
for people Who live in Alm°
Heights or Hardin area who
work in Murray. Call 753-
0533.
54.. FREE COLUMN
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Celt Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or. monthly
pest control service, call 753-
3914. Kelly's Termite & Pest





753-2310 for free estimates. 
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1-382-2616. We also haul
sand anp rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky. 
HOME REPAIRS Storm
screen, regular doors and
windows, floors and roofS.
Also small plumbing and
electrical work. Call 753.2501
after 5pm.
SOMEONE TO DISC and,
seed 11 acres in Lynn Grove.
Call 753-0224 after 5:30 pm. 
TIMBER WANTED. We pay
top prices on standing
timber. Tie logs- or
veneering. Call 'after 5, 489-




Frocia (Miller) Farris, born,
Calloway Co., Ky. 4-12-1873,
married, Allen Farris 1890,
died, 1924? Children believed
to be Marvin, DoUie Sharp,
Thomas, Kelly, Caveta,
Birdie. Preparing Miller
history. Contact Jane A
Miller, 271 Williford,
Memphis, Tn., 38112. 
WANTED: SOMEONE to
clear driveways of snow
through winter months. Call




2 bedroom mobile home. Located 2 miles
southeast from Murray. Includes: 96 x 230 foot
lot, central heat and air, fireplace, paved
driveway, 2 car garage, tool shed, patio and.
much more. Must be seen to be appreciated,
$14,900. Call 753-0716. Shown by appointment
only.
1976 GRAN TORINO, ex
celled t condition, $2600. Call  
753.9908.  
1971 MUSTANG with air.
Runs good arid clean, can see
at University Gulf. Call after
6 Pm, 753 9828. 
1974 MONTE Z-ARLO,
burgundy, new tires, 56,000
milts, 52800. Call 7534451. 
NICE 1968 FORD Falcon.
Call 753-5984. _ 
1972 PLYMOUTH Valant, 2,
door, -air, good condition.
Call 753.0737 after 5pm. 
1973 PONTIAC, 4-door,
power and •Ir, $895. 1967
Pontiac, _ 6 - cylinder,
automatic, runs but -needs
work, $65. Call 489-7595. 
1078 PONTIAC Phoertk, 2
door, sedan. low mileage,
AM-FM, power and air. Call
435-4.424. 
19TS VW SCAROCCO, silver.
elr rosette with AM-FM, 4
months left . on warranty,
extellent condltiois,
-  -
WI. USED TRUCKS 
1.974 CHEVROLET pickup,
---leitilevrolet pickup, good
. r+zhanically. $295. Call a,_
1569 FORD 2 ton, F-00. Call











New 3 BR in Westwoo&
baths, carpq, heat
pump. Has familybroom,










753-2587 Louise Baker 753-2409





Sea--. was the title.: of j
program that culminated a
Social Studies unit about
earis empleirers in ;the 5th
grade NaUff.11, Middle dass
,••••r-•-1-
'\ SWORD FIGHT — A sword fight takes place between (left) lay Thompsons(Francisco
icoronado) and (right) Art Bailey, (Henry Hudson). The crowd watching are, from left.
ion 'Mark Hall, Heather Doyle, Shannon Christopher, Terry Walston, Jim Whitlow, Greg•
Roberts,'and Brian Duncan.
Fiat flear-Pastor_Speak Here On Sunday-
Regular, worahip sern
will be held at. 10:45 a.m. and
seven p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 8,
at the First .Bapt,ist Church
with the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Bal Whittaker, to speak.
His morning topic will be
"God So Loved" with scrip--
ture from John 3: 16-17,and his
evening topic will be "I Am
The Bread Of Life" with
scripture Trom John 6:35-
40;47-51.
Guy Billington, deacon of
the week, and G. T. Moody,
Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor
• The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will speak on
"God's Message From JUde"
with scripture from Jude 1:1-3
at 10:50 a.m:, and on "Clouds
Without Water" with scripture
from Jude 1:4-13 at six p.m. on
Sunday, Oct. 8, at the church.
Claude Miller. deacon of the.
week, will assist in the sets
vices_ J. T. Lee will direct the..
song service with Margaret
Wilkins as organist and
Sharon Owens as pianist.
Church Teaching with
Elbert thomason as director
will be at 9:40 a.m., and
Church Training with J. T.





The first meeting of the
Murray High School Etaria.
Alumni Association will be
^ held at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 10, at the high school band
minister of education, will
sassist in the services.
.Margery Shown and
• Gus -'Robertson, J-r., will be
soloists at,, the morning and
evening serkiees. Wayne
Halley, minister mimic, will..
--direct the Church C at the
morning hour and the n's
Choir at the evening hour
special music with Joan
• Bowker as organist and Allene
Knight as pianist.
WASHINGTON (AP) The
House has -1. issed a bill that
probably would raise the price
of a five-pound bag of sugar •
more. than, 20 remts over the
next four years. It is also
_lnctuertgre favorably at a
—could keep-
hamburger prices up.
The sugar bill passed
Friday would add 1.5 cents to
a fivepourxi bag of. sugar this
winter and 20.5 cents more by-
1982, agriculture experts say.
"There is no possibility"
President Carter will sign




will be Miss Tina Shults, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Clark, Mr. and
• Mrs. Billy Brandon, Mrs.
Martha Housden, Miss Tina
gousgen, Miss..Hope Morgan,
Mrs. Joe Rexroat,,Miss Dana.
English, and Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Ragsdale. -
Sunday School will be at 9:30
. and Church Training at
six p. on Sunda).
Auditiont
Planned
Auditions for the remainder
of the fall semester 04 the
University Theatre season
, will be held next week.
Auditions for "Many
Wong," the children's theatre




The Grace Baptist Church
will start its fan revival on
Sanday, Oct. 8, with the Rev.
C. C. Brasher as the. guest
evangelist. Services will be at
two p.m.'and seven p.m. daily
through Saturday, Oct. 14.
- At the 10:45 a.m. services on
Sunday, the pastor, the Rev.
K. J. Burpoe, will speak with
Ronald Hardison as music
director, Dwane Jones as
organist, and Anita Underhill
as pianist.
- Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale. Jimmy Hale,
Vicki Chadwick, Jerretta
Hardison, and Frances Wyatt.
Bus driver for October will be
Tueesday, Oct. 10, beginning
at 7 p.m. There are parts for
five men and five women. This
show will be presented Nov.
15-18. Any questions con;
ceniing this show should be
directed to James Schempp,
director.
Auditia4%lor -The Miracle
Worker" withhe 'held Monday
and Wednesday, Oct. 9 and 11,
beginning at 7 p.m. Sign-up-
sheets for these auditions are
in the University Theatre
office. There are parts for five
men, five women and eight
children. .The ailditions for the
children's. roles will be
Monday, Oct. 9, at 3:30 p.m. in
the University Theatre. This








room. Bud l Downey and bus drivers--
- -Ail alumni bartd-trieMbers —during the revival will be Hoyt
are encouraged to attend, Wyatt and Stanley Henry.
according to Carol Yates, 1973
graduate of Murray High. The
organization will promote the




A soap., singing will be held
at the Goshen United
Methodis Church on Sunday,
. ,at 8101.r.M. '
The .F inchers Quartet from
Rath, l*rnaareforte with ethers




The Calloway County High
Band Boosters will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 9, in the band
room at Calloway County ti!igh
School.
The meeting will be held-at .8
Immediately following
the practice of the 7t arieret
The University_ Church of
Christ - will hear Drew
McGukin speak at the 10:30
a.m., and six p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Oct. 8. His
morning scripture will be
Micah 6:64 and his evening
scripture will be James 1:22's
25.
Assisting in lice services will
be Ernie 'Bailey, Wayne
Williams, Harhp W. Brooks,
Vernon Gantt, David Fitts,
Steve Welter, J. H. Nix, and J.
P. Parker.
Serving The Lord's .Supper
will be Richard Smith, James
-Feltner, jack Wilson, Terry
Siniths • Chuck Wilson, Tim
• Feltner, Willard Ails, Mark
•
Secretary Bob berg land.
The Mouse bill starM at just
under the maximum price
level favored by Carter and
provides automatic price
boosts. every six months as
production costs rise:
But Rep. Pant Finttley, R-
IB, said a Senate bill goes
farther and he doubts the
preSident . would veto the
House version if it reaches
Carter's desk:
He said the Senate bill has
an even fastsr escalator
clause and would drive a five-
pound bag's retail price up
more than 60 cents in four
years.
Both bills rely on import
fees, duties 'and -- possible
quotas to drkve up the value of
foreign sugar, which makes
Mrs. Johnson On Hand
up about 45 percent of the U.S.
supply. The foreign sugar
price traditionally sets the
price for allsweeteners.
The House action Friday
omit 13 months after adoption_
of a renewed sugar price-
support program that raised
tte prices fSuct lir---111;000 -
producers-by Thents-a-potnd,
--6114-.-5 percent. - ---
-,. That resulted in a price
increase to the. nation's 216
million . consumers of atr
estimated 17 cents per _five-
pound bag.
The 1977 law further .
mandated a -1.2-cen1 boost in
- raw • sugar prices this-
from 13.5 cents a_pound to 14.7
cents. Thai means consumers
Clements Papers—Go To UK -
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Ina ceremony featuring an
appea ran ce -Lady
-Bird Johnson, , the personal
_papers of Earle Clements
were turned over to the
University of Kentucky
library Friday.
"It gives me great pleasure
to attend a ceremony praising
a friend of .my husband," the
former First Lady. said: She
went on to Cite blernents'
accomplishments as a Ken-
tucky governor and U.S.
senator but acknowledged him
"most of all for being a
.friend."
Clements and Johnson were
close friends When Johnson
was majority leader in the
U.S. Senate. Clements was
Kentucky's senator from 1950
to 1956.
- "Lyndon would have loved
this day, relished it. told tales
of them working the (Capitol)
cloakroom," Mrs. Johnson
said. "Earle played a big part




majority whip and at one point
was acting majority leader
when Johnson was in-
capacitated by a heart attack.
Clements, 81. was ac-
companied by his daughter,
Beth Abell of Washington.
Mrs. Abell, executive
assistant to Mrs. Joan Mon-
dale, was Mrs. Johnson's
social secretary during for-
mer President Lyndon B.
Johnson's administration.
Clements was praised by
Joseph J. Leary, a Frankfort
attorney, who preceded Mrs.
on at the podium.
• --- Leary said that Clements.




"Come As, A-Child" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. Roy E. Rabatin,
pastor of the First
Presbyterian Chur`ch, at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Oct. 8, at the, church.
His scripture will 'be from
Matthew 18:14
The Changel_Choir, directed
by Lisa Slater with Steve
Clark as organist, will sing the
anthem, "The Land of Oohs
and Ahs."
The Sacrament of .Baptism
will be for Kathleen Frances
Phelan, daughter of Mr. and
. Mrs. Pete Phelan, and Lin-
dsay Erin Rabatin, daughter
of the 'Rev. and Mrs. Roy E.
Raba tin.
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m.
The women of the church
will meet at seven p.m.





The photographer for the
Shield, the Murray State
University yearbook, will be
on eampus for the last two
weeks, Oct. 9-20. The hours
are 8:30 to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
weekfillyS en the 111;s1 /Mat er-.
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Funeral Is Sunday
for Rev. Slinker .
The funeral for the Rev. R.
A. Stinker will be held Sunday
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Dr Bill Whit-
taker officiating. 4
Rudolph Howard' Will be
soloist and Richard, Jones will
be organist. - -Honorary
pallbearers will be members
of the Fellowship Sunday
hail Class of the First
Baptist Church and all Baptist
ministers. • •
Burial will • folloe in the
Murray City Cemetery.
• Friends may call at the
funeral home
Rev. Slmket
Friday at seven a.m. at the
Murray-ralloway Counts
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. ‘'allie Stinker, three
daughters,  M-r-s. -Gus-
Robertson, Jr., Mrs. Victor
Mitchell, and Mrs. A. G.
Sayne; one son, Larry






Carlton M. Outland, who died
of apparent natural causes at
'his home at 1809 College Farm
Road in Murray Thursday,
-will, be . 2.30 today at. 1.11.
Churchill Funeral Home in
Murray -with entombment in
Murray Mausoleum.
•-•-- The deceased was a self
employed carpenter and was a
member of First • Baptist
Chuich,
.Rev. Dun navant To...,
Be Guest Speaker,
Christian Church
The Rev. Tony Dunnavant
of the Guthrie Christian
Church will be the speaker at
the 10:45 a.m. worship ser-
eices on Sunday, Oct. 8, at the
First Christian Church. This is
Puplit Exchange Sunday with
the Murray minister, the Rev.
Dr_ David Roos, to speak at
the Millhrooke Church in
Hopkinsville.
Margaret Parter is choir
director with Maxine Clark as
organist. Mrs. Porter will sing
a solo Sunday morning.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson will be
worship leader with Elmer
Collins 'and Voris Wells as
greeters, and Betty Gore and
Lynn Eldredge in charge of
the nursery.
Elders serving - will be
Henry Holton and Auburn
Wells. Deacons serving will be
Jim Clopton, Randy Aulick,
Mike Holton, Robert Hopkins,





The program was in honor
of Ferdinand Magellan who
began his voyage around
the world on Sept. 20, 1519.
-House Past.
Magellan
Mean. Higher Prices For Sugar
_Ghat 4amossbera_dearvated:-
the room drew pictures of
ships and dressed in
costumes to portray the e‘
plorers.
a--
Tat-CLASSMATES — Telling their 'classmates about t
he men they portray are: from
let, Jon Mark Hall, (Ferdinand Magellan)jim 
Whitlow, (Ponce de Leon). and Shannon
Christo—pliFr(Sir Walter Raleigh). - '
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
will have as his sermon topic,
"Strict Justice or Uncon-
ditional Love?" with scripture
from Matthew 21133-43 at the
masses at 6:30 p.m. on
Saturday and at eight a.m.,
eleven a.m., and 410 p.m.- on -
Sunday at St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Church School for Grades-I-
to 12 and Adult Class in New
Testament will be at 9:30 a.m:
Sundays Nursery for children
a_to 6 years will be at eleven
a.m. Sunday.
Weekday masses will be at
4:30 p.m. Monday, 4:15 p.m.







pines --Roger D. ftule, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rule 
of
Route 1, Kirtsey, has been
a ppojnted to 
non-
commissioned officer ( NCO I
Status in the U . S. Air Force.




human relations and NCO
WirponsibihtleS, before• being
considered for this new rank.
Sgt. Ride is an inventory
wanagerr4nt specialist at
Clark Air Bair, Ptfflfplferes:
The sergeant is a 1974
frastaaes seisCathasay_CountS Sunday ,School will.beit ten 
to attend the riveting, Jane Houghton,. Sherry should bring their • student
s
view, to change the economy
of Kentucky from one of
agricallare to one of com-
merce -and industry."
Before the ceremony, Mrs.
Johnson told a news con-
ference that. there "is nothing
really. news about me
anymore. I'm leading a
personal life."
She said she is enjoying her
"love affair with the United
States". and remains actively
involved in conservation work
and attending the Johnson
ranch and library in Austin,
Texas.
In aifing—Crethente





400 'boxes of correspondence
and 1,300 pictures and bits of
memorabilia, documenting
Clements' career from 1922
through 1959.
Tammy. Wynette
Is 'A Little Nervous'
COLUMBIA:- ( AP ) —
Country singer Tammy
Wynette says she's a little
nervous about performing
onstage since the man who
abducted her three days ago is
still at tsrge, but she says she
wants to keep her lifestyle "as
normal as possible."
About 2,500 persons came to
Carolina Coliseum Friday
night for Miss Wynette's first
performance since she was
taken from a Nashville, Tenn..
shopping center parking lot
Wednesday and released .80
-miles away:— •
"Tammy, we love -you,
baby," members of - the
audience shouted as the- she
. -opened the concert with three
favorite hits, "Good Girl Gone
Bad," "I Don't Want To Play
House" and "D-I-V-O-R-C-E."
Bro. John Dale To
-Speak Attburch
Of Christ Sunday
Bro. John Dale will speak at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and six
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, Oct. 8, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
His morning topic will be
t of Weakness Were Made
Stro ' with scripture from
Hebrew al :32-34. The evening
topic will be 'Well Done, Good
and Faithful ant" with
scripture from Ma w 25:20-
23.
Assisting in the Servicel
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
James Payne, Owen Moseley,
Richard Duke, Earl Nanny,
Don • Winchester, Randy
Wright, Paul Ragsdale, Bob
Miller, Lenith Rogers, and
Max Farley.
Leemon Nix, Ed West, Noah
Wheatley, Max Farley, and
Joe 'Thornton will preside and
serve The Lord's Supper.
Karen Carraway will be the
teen nursery helper.
Bible study will be at 910
a.m. Sunday.
"I love yetr;toes" replied
36-year-old country music
queen, her right cheek badly
bruised.
At no time during the
onehour show did she mention
the abduction, but at a news
conference earlier, she said,
"Emotionally, I'm still a little
_Shakyand uptight andstrorried
— because I know he's still out
there.
"I'm a tittle bit nervous
going on stage because I'don't
know where he is. He could be
out there or anywhere."
rShe said she kept the
Columbia engagement and
plans to keep her others,
despite the ordeal, because,
"Most of all I want to keep my
lifestyle as normal as
possible. I- felt better today
and able emotionally to cope
with the situation."
After she was released by
her.. abductor, Miss Wynette
told Tennessee state police she
had been punched in the face
and a pair of pantyhose hbd





south of ilurray on U. S. 641_
will celebrate the ordinance of
Holy Communion at the
morning worship on-sure:lay,
Oct. 8.
The pastor, the Rev.
MarlandHams, will speak on
od Does, People Do" at the
6 .m. services Sunday.
The night' of a four
nights series.-,on Angles will be
conducted by t'heRev. William
Cox on Wednesd at seven
p.m. The Teen Scene"-and the
Junior church classes w,,lll
feature something fo
everyone during the Wed-
nesday night serviee.
The Church Choir, led by
Donald Peal, will sing" at the
Sunday services.
will be paying $119 kWa live-
pound bag of sugar that cost
$1.23 this summer, even if
Congress takes no further!
action.
-The boost approved Friday -•
bi a 186-159 vole will be on top
of increases already due this
"fall and also in addition to any --
other increases wholesalers,
and retailers- --pass -or}- _
customers.
.Meanwhite, the House
tentatively rejected an -
amendment to a proposed new
meat=trnport law that would
have given Carter • flexibility
tn allowing the importation of
meat to offset high domestic.
prices.
The bill, an overhaul of the
196141itiat Import Act, *mit:-
allow increased imports only
when ranchers are rebuilding
their terriss-where-supplies-
homeg row n meat are
declining or when retail prices
are rising.
Although Agriculture
Department officials have no
estimates of the impact of the.
bill_ it would_ be less than_ IL
similar, but more stringent.
Senatepassed bill on meat
imports that Carter's inflation
adviser Robert Strauss has
estimated would add 16 to 17
cents a pound to meat prices.
Most of the imported meat,
which makes up 7 percent of.
the U.S, supply, is lean beef
that is mixed with excess fat .





Bill Phillips will be the Lay
Speaker at the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church on
Sunday, October 8. His subject
will be on "Christian Love in a
Complex Society." Church
services will commence at
9:45 a.m. and the_Tuisii;_ is
invited to attend.
Phillips is a local attorney
and has presented Lay Ser-
mons for several churches in
Calloway County. He has also
'spoken before local clubs and
ofgartizations on a variety of
topics. . r
A native of Calloway, Bill is
presently Chairman of the
Murray-Calloway Senior'
Citizens Board and City
Attorney of Murray... He is
heard each weekday morning
at 600 a.m. on WKMS-FM
presenting his original radio •
program, "The Bible
Speaks."
In addition, Mr. Phillips is a
member of the Public
Defender Corporation . of
Callow4 County representing
indigent _persons accused of
crimes and is an Adjanct































'wore inadvertently left our -ot the 1st Annual
Speech and Hearing Arts ern! Crafts Fair and
Auction *Id which ran In Friday's Murray
_Ledger Times. Ws yirLiprry_for thee 
error.
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